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MAKNE

GOOD LITTLE SUM

OLD FOLKS’ BALL
FOR TREASURY ENJOYABLE AFFAIR
_____i__
One of tlie most enjoyable social

Mrs.

Toothaker Guesses Within events for some time was. the Old
Folks’ ball given at the Grange hall,
Two of Number of Beans

Tuesday evening, when Mosher's or
chestra of Farmington,, six
pieces.,
furnished the music which was, as
everyone knows who has danced by
The entertainment,
social
and it, of the best.
The affair was gotten up in a
dance hold at the Gratn,ge iualil, Sat
measure
for the enjoyment of the
urday evening, was well attended and
older people, who do not enjoy the
fflac!! enjoyed by alii, present. Music
newer dances, and the program, was
for the dancing wias furnished by made cut accordingly, but it was a
Mrs. Maggie Harris, piano,
Leon |most exceiient one, and was pleasWing, violin, and Prank Steward, cor I ing to both old and young as tlie
net. Tiie program consisted of a fancy and square dances were divid
vocal solo by Miss Hotenste Butler; ed very evenly and a few of the
Over 40
tableau. Stolen Sweets; character new dances interspersed.
song, Hoditfs Holt; singing by four couples were cn tlie floor but they
girls; cornet duet, Frank and Daniel were not all ‘‘old folks.”
Preceding-tlie dance a fine concert
Steward; tableau, Liberty; music by
i male quartet composed of Daniel was enjoyed of clasisdeal music and
Steward. Walter Chase, Hollliis Holt at about 8.30 the dance wa® on. Ice
sod Frank Steward; nijusae by a trio, cream wias served at intermission.
The managers of tlie affair were
Mrs. Maggie Harris, Frank Steward
and Lecn W ing; vocal solo, Mrs. Messrs. W. Henry True and Gliidden
Edith Wells; tableau, Home Scenes. Parker who are to be congratulated
Sometime ago Mrs. Clifford Hunter on the carrying out of one of the
give a handsome braided rug to the most enjoyable affairs for several
They had as floor adds,
Grange to be disposed of in some years.
way to add a little to the treasury Messrs. Frank Davis, Arthur Grafand at this time a contest to guess fam and Arthur Beedy. Walter Chase
the nearest to the number of beans acted as prompter which was a
in a bottle took place, the winner to pleasant feature as he is first-lass In
have the rug.
There were 838 beans this capacity.
inthe bottle and Mrs. I^ranik J. Tooth
aker guessed 840 and drew the rug
M L BLUE AVON
which is a beauty.
The amount tak
en on the rug was $7.00 and the re
Jan. 25.
ceipts at the door $15.00.
Mrs. Carrie Adame, who is
the
The winter term of school In the
lecturer of tlie Grange (had charge of Mt. Blue district closed Friday, Jan
This is a small school of
the program and Mrs. C. E. Parker uary 21.
and Mrs. A. D. GradSam assisted- her only nine pupils yet for regular at
tendance tliey have a record not
in the evening’s entertainment.

in Bottle.

PLEASANT ISLAND GAMPS

HOTEL BLANCHARD

On Cupsuptic Lake< Fishing unex
STRATTO i MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
la the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine

1 Mountain View House f
M o u n ta in V ie w , M a in e
For further particulars write or address

I

L. E .
M ou n tain V ie w ,

BOW LEY,
*
»

:j;i

M a in e |

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
tod Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
tod other information, write
CD. G R A N T <EL S O N C O ..

P. O . A d d r e s s . G r a n t ’ s M e .

Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

BALD M O U N T A IN C A M P S B*ld

1

Bald’Mountain Camps are situated at the foot o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm efuntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
road to camps—Telephone conn ections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in M aine. It is easy o f access
5nd nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck,

bear

and

small

gam e

are

very

abundant.

Non-resident hunting license fee only 515.00
Write the S a n d y R iv e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a il r o a d for
booklet with m ap.
N. BEAL, General M anager,

Phillips, Maine

W OODS,
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equalled, by many sclboolis.
Seven
have not been absent for the entire
term of eight weeks and six have
been present every day for 20 weeks.
Only two of the children, live near
the schoolihouse and the rest have
walked one mile and some of them Mr. Owen Addresses a Large
two miles.
Tlie names, of the child
Meeting of the Men’s League.
ren that have made this excellent re
cord are given below:
Raymond
Sampson, Gerald Samp,sen, Ida Wil
(Special Correspondence.)
bur, Sadie Smith, Harry Smith, Vel
Rangeley, January 26.—F. G. Mc
ma Smith and Laurel Thompson. Kenzie ha® purchased the Stansbuiry
Clyde Bailey was absent but two boats.
days.
Miss Sargent has made a suc
cess of these, her first terms °,f j is spending the winter at Blackwell’s
school and has many reasons for be Camp® and is greatly enjoying his
ing proud of her pupils, who by winter in Maine,
'
their regular attendance have shown
Mr. Gifford, Who has been spending
their interest and love for their the past few weeks with his, family
teacher.
at Geo. Russell’s., returned to bits

THE JOLLY TWELVE
HOLD A MEETING

P R IC E 4 C E N T S

Mrs. J. D. W. Quimby, Mrs. Harry
Beimis, Ernest Peary.
The funeral
wa® held Tuesday afternoon, Rev. H.
A. Childs officiating.
Burial
at
E vergre en cemetery.
Mis® Salrah M, Soulie is now gain
ing after her recent serious iliness>.
The annual installation o.f officers
fer Lake View Temple, No. 4, Pyth
ian Sisters, was held. Thursday even
ing of last week.
Cora M. Porter,
installing officer, was assisted by
Alice M. Oakes and Nora Pililsbury.
At tine close of the ceremonies, Mrs,
Porter was presented with a hand
some berry spoon, in behalf of the
Temple, the occasion being her birth
day.
A supper cf fish chowder was
served by Cora Oakes, Blanche Oakes
and Nina Phdlbrick.
Mrs. Porter
was also presented with, a hlandscme
birthday cake.

F.
A. Phillips and Lester Thomp
home in New York City, Monday.
son have finished cutting their year’s
The Jolly Twelve met Thursday
At the annual installation of officers
supply of ace on the mill pond.
with the President, Mrs. Aaron Soule. of Entwistle Ledge, I. O. O. F., the
Belle Phillips is at her home In Six members and two guests were pr following officers were installed by
A dainty lunch was served, D, D. G. M., George Grover, assisted
this place enjoying a two weeks’ vaca sent.
consisting of creamed chicken, olives, by D. D. G. M., Walter Toothaker of
tion.
Rev. John Dunstan held a meeting maple walnut pudding, cocoanut cake, Phillips:
IN. G., P. L. Tracy; V.
a* the Mt. Blue school!noose January drop cakes, fruit cake, peanut cook G., O. R. Rowe; Sec., P. A. Quimby;
The next meeting will be Fin. Sec., H. C. Riddle; Treas., L
14.
These meetings are much ap ies, tea.
wth Mrs. Ernest Robbins.
J. Kemptcn; Chap., G. E. Russell;
preciated by the people.
Dr. A. M, Ross wa® quite Ml sev W., M. H. Niles; Con., Wm. TomlijmEdgar Sampson has been ill for
eral days recently, but was out Tues sen; R. S'. S., Geo. M. Kemp,ton; L.
seme days with, a cold.
day making professional call®.
S. S., Ralph Staples; R. S. N. G.,
Frank Phillips went to Temple BunSaul Collins is clearing hiis lot J. B. Tomlinson; L. S. N. G., G. W.
day to convey the Smith children
near the Kennebago road foir a build Brooks; R. S. V. G., S, A. Collins;
home who have been attending school
ing lot we understand,.
L. S. V. G., C. D. Nile; P. G., L. D.
here this year.
Mrs. Earle Humtoon entertained Nile; O. G., Howard Rossi; I. G., L.
five tables at Whilst Wednesday even A. Oookson.
A supper of oysters
ing.
The rooms were prettily de and pastry was served at the close.
corated with hearts. Sandwiches, cake
and coffee were served.
Tlie first
L IS T OF W E D D IN G G IF T S
prizes were won by Mrs. I. D." Hoar,
centerpiece; Mrs. F. B. Colby, cap,
while Mrs. F. B. Burns and Mrs.
The fallowing is a list of the •pre
Mr. Moulton Introducing Work of James Mathlieson were consoled with sents Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wcrthiley
miniature aprons.
A fine time was of Strong received at their recent
Much Benefit to the School
enjoyed :by all.
wedding reception:
$150 check and
Mrs. Emily Oakes, Daniel Hoar, 61 pieces of Queen Anna sliver, R.
During the latter part of the fail Mrs. F. B. Colby, Bben Rowe, Mrs. R. Stevens; $5, Mr. and Mrs. Will
term each pupil in the seventh and 0. R. Rowe, Mr®. I. D. Hoar, Mr®. Howard; $2, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
eight grades of Phillips Grammar Saul Colliins are among the latest Blanchard,;-. $10, Mrs. Aminde ^Stevens;
scluool ■wrote a composition on the grip victim®.
% dozen teaspoons, Mir. and Mrs. H.
Card® (have been received from Mr. Lishernes®; two desert spoon®, Mr.
subject, ‘‘Good Teeth.—Good Health,”
announcing and Mrs. F. W. Look and son; two
with the understanding that tlie three and Mrs. H. A. Furbish
best ones in each grade should be their safe arrival in New Orleans, tablespoons, Mr. and Mrsi. Edi Waterpublished in the Maine Woods. The after a rather stormy sea voyage froa house; cream ladle, Mrs. Geo. Fisher;
They encountered high pie knife, Mils® Leoia Worihiley; sugar
first cine of the series appear in this New York.
winds and thunder showers en voyag shell and butter knife, Mrs. Annie
issue.
Mrs. Orris Vose and' Mrs. Carlton Stevens; cream' ladle, Mr. and Mrs.
Haggan of Madrid are guests of Mrsi. Fred H. Waterbcuse; berry
spoon,
GOOD T E E T H — GOOD H E A L T H
Albert Carlton.
Marten B. Stevens;
two
desert
Mrs. Ctto Badger and little one of spoons, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph; W. KnowilBy Evelyn Jacobs, Grade Seven
If the teeth are decayed and have Phillip® are visiting Mrs. Badger’s ton; Vz diczen ice cream spoons, Vin
cavities in them, part of the food sister, Mrs. T. C. Haley and ether cent F. Pottle and B. Carroll Rounds;
cream ladle, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
gets into the cavities and stays tilt relatives in town.
Automobiles were quite plentiful on. Blanchard; carving set, Mrs. Rutfhella
it is soon decayed.
Then,, when
good food is eaten, part of the de Main street Monday and the road® in Hatch; ®o?a pillow, Mis®' Olive Stev
Dr. ens; electric ice pick, Helen Lockcayed food is washed cut by the tine village are fine fer riding.
saliva and mixes with it. The teeth Colby lias run Ills machine allil winter woed; berry dish, Mrs. George Locka,re needed to grind the food into bits practically, hardly missing a day on wood; dO'iiy, Mrs. Octavio, Nelson,;
down puff, Gertrude, Lockwood; cent
before it enters, the stomach,. People ’ account of snows.
Mrs,. F. B. Burns wa® at Haines erpiece and guest towels, Marion
having bad teeth cannot possibly hav
their food properly digested. This Dandling Monday and found everythin Steven®; bureau scarf, Olive Stevens;
bath towel, Mrs.
Reginald Harford;
causes a very serious sickness called in good ishaipe.
Rev. C. E. Owen of Waterville rep towels, Mrs. Agne® Kelley; set of
indigestion.
Many people die be
resented tine Maine Civic League in di,she's, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Worthley;
cause of this sickness.
t
Germs dive best cn decayed matter. stead1of Dr. Berry as at first anmoun tray cloth, Mrs. James Stevens; blank
They are constantly floating in the ed, Dr. Berry being ciaHled home from ets and towels, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
air.
These get into the mouth and Phillip® because of Mimes® in his Worthley; pillow slips, Ethel Carter;
Rev. Mr. Owen spoke twice table cloth, Mr. and; Mrs. G. A. Lib
stay on the decayed teeth.
Many family.
at ,fche church 'Sunday, also at the by and family; pillow slips, Mrs. S.
people get diseases in. this, way.
Tuesday evening he H. Oonant; flower dish,, G. H. LookAs the teeth keep decaying day Men’s League.
after day, it is not long before tliey was also the speaker at the Men’s wood; y2 dozen napkins, Mrs. A. L.
commence to ache.
Soon after any League supper, describing the work Steven®; towel, Mns>. Walter A. Brad
The ford; towel, Mrs. Alice Robiie; two
one has suffered a while with the of the Maine Civic League.
toothache they usually go to the, den ladies' and Boy Be cuts were invited. picture,®, Mr. Charles Skillings; wash,
A delicious bowl and pitcher, Mr. and Mrs. Mon
tist and have it p milled'. In this way About 125 ware present.
many people lose moist of their teeth.. supper of pea soup, cold ham, masine te!! Gray; lamp and cake plate, Mr.
It is niot necessairy for people to potatoes, pies, doughnuts, cake and and Mrs. Menzor Will1; sauce dish,
The lladie® in Mr. and Mrs. John A. Stevens; cream
have the toothache or have their coffee' were served.
teeth, pulled', if they take proper care charge were Mirs. Ailvah Sprague, pitchier and sugar bowl, Mr. and
cheese and
of them.
Anyone should clean their Mrs. E. I. Herrick, Mrs, Geo. Ketmip- Mrs. Harry Hunter;
cracker dish, Mir. and Mrs. B. E.
teeth after every meat, because tlie ten, Mrs. C. C'. Murphy.
C. W. Barnett and Ermlon L. Toothr- Hammond; syrup pitcher, Mr. and
food lodges on them and produces an
acid which decays the teeth,. When aker were drawn to serve as, traverse Mrs. A. E. Biraiokley and; family; cake
the upper teeth, are being cleaned jurors for the February term of court plate, Mae Kellogg; clhese and crack
Mrs. Deborah Peary passed away er dish and cake plate, D. T. Allen,
they should be brushed downward
from the gums; the lower teeth., up at the home cf i her daughter, Mrs. Raymond Starbird, F. Verne Richard
ward.
They should be brushed on1 Harry Bemls after a short -illness of son,; henry dish,, Mr. and Mrs,. H. N.
Mrs. Peary Luce; plate, Mir. and Mrs. Charles
the inside as well a>s the out.
The bronchial pneumonia.
teeth should be cleaned once a day was tine daughter of David and Bet Richard®; plate, Mr. and1 Mrs. Cha®.
with, some paste or powder. A den sey Hoar and hiad sine lived until B. Luce; oak rocker, Mir- and Mrs.
tist should be visited twice a year, May would have been 85 years old, Ralph Worthley; cream: pitchier and
Knowlton,
especially if the enamel of the teeth i being the oldest of a family cf 10 sugar bowl, Mrs. Belle
children, four brothers and one, Frank Know-Item; berry dish set,
is soft.
sister surviving hier.
They are, Dan Mir. and Mrs. Fred McLeary and fam
iel and W. T. Hoar, Phoebe Abbott, ily.
Weeds.
She was
The earlier you get the upper hand Edward and David Hoar.
Disperse Immediately.
of the weeds, the more you lessen their married to David Peary who died
When
a dollar is once broken it Is
several
years
ago.
Of
this
marriage
later power of mischief. This Is true
of other soil besides that of the gar the following children survive, Mrs. a waste of time looking around for
den.—Youth’s Companion.
Freenuout Kimball, Mrs. Frank Haley, the pieces.—Philadelphia Telegraph.
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GAME LAWS
OVERHAULED
Legislature of 43 States Took the
Trouble to Compile 245
New Laws.
Legislatures like to tamper witli
the game law® just a® much as the
football rules committee likes to tink
er with the football rules. It a® just
as diifficiult for ■the hunter to become
acquainted with: thie gam© laws a® it
is for the football player to get on
speaking terms with the football
rules.
Just as ©o-oiii as hunter and
the football player think they are
proficient in their studies something
happens.
With one, the game. laws
are changed; with the other, it is
the rules.
But this story has to do more With
the gam© laws than football rules.
It was necessary for 43 State Legis
latures to convene during the year of
1915 and with three exceptions these
legislatures found many things wrong
about the game laws. What was good
in one state was not in another. Ari
zona, Nebraska and Georgia were
the only states satisfied with the
laws on their statute books and let
them stand.
In North Carolina, they had a legis
lature which wanted to earn its
money and help out a lot of printers,
so they passed 61 new laws.
About
the time the gunners knew them by
heart there will be more new ones.
New Jersey, Maine, Pennsylvania, Ca
ifomda, Connecticut, Oregon and Wis
consin each added ten or more pew
laws to their already long list.
All
told, 245 new laws relative to game
hunting were enacted during 1915
There will be many more changes in
1916.
Some laws do not work out
and they must be changed. Some are
enacted as experiments and fail, so
naturally there must be another law.
More than 4,000,000 hunting licens
es were granted in the United States
during the year of 1915, which' means
that every change interests a great
many persons.
If 250 new laws are
added each year it will soon be nec
essary fcr the men who desire to
hunt in the field to employ secretar
ies.
At that the laws are well worth
reading.
They are mighty interest
ing and contain a lot of valuable In

W OO DS,

formation fcr thie hunter.
And the
only way to keep up is to study the
conditions as they exist.
Moose will be protected in Maine
for a period of four years by reason
of a new law.
This is the first
closed season on moose in Maine
thirty-five years.
Wyoming passed
law permitting the hunting of moose
after a twelve years’ closed season..
Wyoming is also trying the experi
ment of allowing the' killing of 50
bull moose under a $100 license, insi ead of an indefinite number dur
ing a limited season.
Michigan,
New Mexico and Oklahoma passed
laws protecting prairie chickens and
Indiana declared an open season' on
the same chicken, after a closed sea
son of eight years.
Nearly every state tinkered a little
witli the laws on the shooting of
deer.
Deer can be hunted in 36
States, in about one-third of which
the hunter is limited to one deer, and
in the others to two. Eighteen states
protect does at all times and allow
only two bucks to he killed.
Penn
sylvania requires that deer
killed
shall' have bourne two inches above
the hair.
New York and Vermont
add an- inch to this and West Virgin
ia laws say the horns must be four
inches.
California prohibits the kill
ing of spike bucks.—Bangor News.
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SUCCESSFUL
FOX FARMING
B. C. P„erry of Milbridge, Me.,
Starts With $500 and Now
Has Farm Worth $300,000.

Fox farnxiBig on. paper and raising
foxes on tihe farm are two different
and distinct prepositions.
Once in
a while a man is found whose actual
achievements match the statements
in the prospectuses.
B. C. Perry of
Milbridge is such, a man and when Eie
dropped into the New® Office 'and
brought in some o f the handsome
skins which he has obtained for ani
mals raised on has farrh, the whole
office force stopped work and crowd
ed around to see these beautiful spec
imens of rare arid costly fur. They
were both silver greys and patch
foxes.
The skins are very heavy
and sell from $1,200 upward according
to the latest auction sales in the
London market, where all the prices
for rare and costly furs is fixed.
Mr. Perry’s start under
adverse
conditions and his wonderful success
which ha® turned an original venture,
in which his stock consisted of two
foxes secured in Prince Edward Is
S IL V E R FO X
land. into a. flourishing fox farm, for
which he has refused a bona fide of
Last week a Bowdoihihiam hunter fer of $300,000 is* a romance that
shot a silver fox, it is reported. What
luck would have been his had he
“ caught” instead, of ‘‘shot” it! The
silver fox skim flesh, bones, etc., is
wortlv its weight in gold, if alive, and
the skfin when stripped from the
body is worth its weight in the same
bright metal.
So of course bhje live
fox is the more to be desired.
As a proof of what is said above,
we have recently been informed, on
good authority that large dividends
have just come in to local stock
holders in a silver fox ranch' on
Prince Edward Island.
Pour pairs
of foxes produced firom an original
pair last year brought In $4,800 or
$1,200 a pair.
This was a low
price, because of the lateness of
these foxes going on sale. The youn
er pairs are for breeding purposes, of
course.
The original pair of silver
foxes are still retained by the com makes the incredible stories written
pany, in which several local men by Horatio Alger, Jr., seems like col
have shares and are deeply interest orless statements of ordinary busin
ed.—Boothhay Register.
ess ventures.

The following details are announc One person) who lias seem him says
that ,hiS' ha.jr is long enough to reacih
ed :
to his hip© and a heavy growth of
His garments
Addressi, “ Perpetuating the Associa beard covers his face.
tion,” Liston P. lEvanS' of the. Piscat appeared to Ibe of strips of blankets
aquis Observer. Discussion by Arthur or sacks, tied around hi© body, and
Staples, Lewiston Journal, William FI. his legs amd feet were bare. ( It ap.
Dow, Portland Express-Advertiser, A- pears to be a case of ©cm© poor fel
H. Jones, Rockland Courier-Gazette, low with hi© mind gone, who is ream
Fred W. Sanborn, Norway Advertis ing about through, th© woods. No de
predations have been committed by
er, C. F. Flynt,. Kennebec Journal.
Address, ‘‘Advertising and Some him, and asi hie was only ©eon. once
Ways of Advertising Agents,” J. H. to all likelihood he ha© moved to
This may be
Ogier, Camden Herald'. Discussion by some other Ideality.
F. B. Nichols, Rath Times, W. O. Ful the same wild man who was seen in
ler, Rockland Courier-Gazette, F. W. the northern' part of the county last
Sanborn, Norway Advertiser, Roland summer, and also in portion® cf TrioB. Patten. Skowhegan Reporter-Jour ity amd other counties bordering on
Siskiyou.
nal.
Address-— "The Local News/" Clhas.
H. Fogg, Houlton Times.
Discussion
by Roland B. Patten, Skowhegan Re
porter-Journal, George W. Norton,
Portland Express-Advertiser, Fred B.
Merrill, Bethel Citizen, B. E. Kelley,
Boothhay Register, Merle L. McAllis
ter, Madison Press.
Address, “ The Editorial page,”
Obas. A. Pilsibury, Belfast Journal.
Discusoion by Frank B. Nichols, Bath.
Times, Charles H. Prescott, Biddeford
Journal, Arthur Staples. Lewiston
Journal. J H. Ogier, Camden Herald,
G. W. Hinckley, Good Will Record.
The Friday session will he devoted
to the printers', the Portland Typothetae, by vote last year, being invit
ed to attend and take part. The pro
gram is in charge of Fred L. Tower,

While working about his ranch at
Rice Hill, Oregon., Isadore Rice* an
aged resident of that vicinity, was at
tacked by an infuriated deer.
Mr.
Rice was knocked to the ground and
only escaped when the animal wa«
beaten into submission by his son. a
few days previously the deer attack
ed Mr. R ice’s, daughter, but all© es
caped without serious injury.
Mr.
Rice was bruised.
Andy Adams cf Stamford, Ky., has
a funny freak of nature in the way
of a five-footed hog.
The porker
weigh® about 125 pounds and has fire
well-formed and developed fe^t.

ACTIVITY AT THE
MUNJOY CLUB
Organized

With 150

Members-

Chicken Shoot Well Attended.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Portland, Jan. 14, 1916.—The Mo®
joy Rifle club organized December 8,
1915, with 150 members and the fol
lowing shooters or rifle fans elected
to effioej
Pres., F. W. B. Martin;
Vice Pres., Dr. H. F. Stuart; See., L.
S. Heseltane; Treas., A. H. Lange;
Ex. Officer, W. E. Dunham.
We are organized under National
Rifle Association, rules and have
been admitted to the National Rifle
Association as a 3rd class club and
local member of the executive board. now have a beautifully engraved cer
Topics:
“The New England Print-, tificate hanging in our club room. W(
ers’ Conference;” “ Fred W. Sanborn’ have at present four targets at 4)
Printing Costs.—A Confession.’ ’
Ad feet, swinging, revolving and bull’sIn the original venture he had put dress, “Tlie Cost of Printing,” Chas. |eye target® at 30 feet and are plan
_*im iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH im uu> niiiiiiiiiiiH iiiH iiiiiiim niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiiiitiiiiiim iiiiitiiT tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim ii«iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuu
all his small savings and the sum of H. Fogg of the Houlton Times.
ning to increase range to 75 feet.
A banquet has been tendered the
$58.10 which he borrowed from a rel
On November 23 we held a very in
ative and needless to say his prog i members by the fraternity of Port teresting and well attended chicken
ress was watched with intense con land and this will be held at the Fal shoot and December we held a bun
cern not onily by himself but also by mouth. Hotel Thursday evening, mem- dle sflioot wliicli was a-lso well attend
The ed.
ah the neighbors and members of the ; hers with ladies being invited.
A fine set of sporting camps in one of M aine’ s best ] family, who with true Yankee shrewd postprandial exercises will he under
January 13 the Peak’s Island Rifle
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- 1 ness mode all kinds of sarcastic com the direction of George W. Norton, <lub visited onr range.
We had a
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
ments upon the absurdity of the' ven toastmaster, and will include:
grand gcod match with 10-men teams.
Address, “ Co-operative Advertising Neither team at any time led by mare
ture. When his first litter was born,
for
Maine,” Leonard Within gton, sec than three points, the finish being
which numbered three, he began to
feel easier, and when, he got to the retary of the publicity department of P. I. R. club 216 and Munjoy club
point where he was selling black the Portland Chamber of Commerce. 215.
“ Better to shoot and lose than
Address, “ What Our University Is net to shoot.”
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
foxes for breeding purposes at $7.090 apiece, tlve laugh was upon the Doing for Maine Journalism,” Prof.
L. S. Heseltine, Sec.
University cf
doubting Thomasds of the family and W. C. Anmey of the
tlie fox venture was bn a money pay Maine.
THE CABIN BO AT PRIMER
Address, “ Journalistic Amenities,”
ing basis.
Today Mr. Perry has 50
I I I S is a very in
foxes, all in good condition, and Arthur Staples of the Lewis*on Jour
PH IL LIPS,
£>
M A IN E
teresting and in
✓
vorth at least $300,000, all from an nal.
stru ctive b o o k on m ak THE
It is hoped that all members may ing cabin b oa ts, can oes, CABIN BOAT
original investment of $500. I have
F i i H M i i i i i i i i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM n im iiiiiiim iH iiiiu u iH H iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiim n iiiiiim im iiiiiiim m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit
PRIMER
just sold four foxes for $12,000,” says feel like lending a hand dm helping row boa ts, etc. It tells
o f the various stream s
Mr. Perry, “ and some years I ac restore the Association to its old- on e can trip on with a
tually took in $78,000, which fs not ti e condition of prosperity.
cabin b oa t, h o w
to
equ ip fo r su ch a trip,
bad for a small business run cm a
w hat to w ear and eat,
poor old runout State of Maine farm.”
cost o f a tw o m o n th ’s
And the best of this
remarkable
trip. It g ives d escrip 
Reym&idSSpean
tions an d
diagram s,
story is that it is all true, and can
p
h
otograp
h
s
and
chapters
on
construction,
easily be verified.—News.
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION

NOTES FROM

by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city.

Fill out

the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for

one

year’ s

subscription to

M a in e W oods (outing edition.)
N a m e .............................................................................................
Address.......................................................................................................
State

............................................................

ALL AROUND

M A IN E PRESS A S S O C IA T IO N
G RAM .

PRO 

Down in Box Canyon, Cal:, a wild
: and rugged spot through w hich. the
Arrangements are completed for th head waters of the Sacramento River
53rd session of the Maine Press' As ! starts on •its way to the sea, a wild
sociation in Portland, Jan. 27 and 38, man has been seen,, but only fcr a
beginning at 2 o’clock p. m. Thurs i brief moment, as he quickly ddsapj pears on the approach, of any one.
day.

A R E YOU

GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
w o m tn
going
**
Boston
to w ork
or otwdy,
any lady going to B o rto n for
pleasure or on a shopping
trip w ith o u t m ale escort wrtli
find tho

F ra n k lin S qu a re
H ou se
a d e lig h tfu l place to etop. A
H o m e - H otel In tho heart of
Boston e x clu siv e ly fo r w o 
men.
630 room s, safe, c o m 
fo rtab le c o n ven ien t of acceea.
prices reasonable.
For par
ticu la rs and prlcaa address

Miss Castine C. Swanson. Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass

w hen to floa t, w hen and w here to land and
oth er useful hints. B o o k is compiled of
fa cts and observ ation s m ade by the author.
It con tain s 267 p ages, ov er 40 illustrations
and diagram s, 32 chap ters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Bo»t.
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat How to
Build a Cabin Boat. The Cabin Boat’s E q u ip m e n t,
Furnishings and Furniture. Odds and End* «
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Launch. What to Wear. Things to Eat, Cab®
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
Landing Lists. Floating. Floating at Night and in
Fogs, Going Up Stream. Weather. Making Fast
and Some Rope Hints. Land nrs. Trouble*. Car*
of the Boat. Ways of Making Money. On Making
Notes. Land Hints. F’hotographing, Game *M
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Ftshinj.
Amusements. Bookp, Trapper’ s Canoe, A Cabin
Boat Coon H u n t

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 41.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICKEL,
TAXIDERMIST

Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing TackA
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RAN GELEY.
MAIN*

“ Monnioulh Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenreu
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,

Monmouth.

-

Main*

M A IN E

Putting Tobacco

in Tins is Like

“Locking the S table D oor”
—“A fte r th e H o rs e is G o n e ”
Real tobacco fla v o r d e p e n d s u p o n th e le a f b e in g p re 
served in its n a tu ra l s ta t e , p o ssib le o n ly b y p r e ssin g th e

leaves into p lu g fo rm a n d k e e p in g it in b y c o v e r in g it
with a natural le a f w r a p p e r .
T h e n a tu r a l fla v o r a n d
strength o f to b a c co e s c a p e w h e n c u t o r g r a n u la te d .
Take a P lu g o f S ic k le th a t is e v e n t h o r o u g h ly dried o u t
so that w hen y o u w h ittle it o f f it c r u m b le s in to du st, bu t it
w ill bum and sm o k e s m o o t h a n d c o o l a s it h a s all o f its o r ig 
inal tobacco fla v o r p r e s e r v e d , u n e v a p o r a te d in P l u g F o r m .
W hittling a pipeful is little tr o u b le , a m p ly repaid
in both quality a n d q u a n tity . T r y th is e x p e r im e n t an d
judge for yourself.

3 Ounces

u se
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coming South in any numbers betok
ens a severe storm.
Neltje Blaaichian, in Bird Neighbors, says that
iu the winter of 1889-90 the evening
grosbeak appeared in the Bast in
large numbers, but they received the
warmest kind of a reception from hot
shot and disappeared never to return
save in detached companies.—Frank
lin Journal.
Our winter bird friends, though not
a.s numerous as our summer ones are
just as valuable to us. Besides their
presence helps to cheer the winter
months.
,
Probably one cf our best known
v/inter bird friends is the black cap
ped, White checked chickadee.
What
a merry lit tie songster is lie, as he
swings around from branch to branch
in a tree!
You may think ills acro
batic feats in swinging around and
flitting about are only for exercise.
But do you know that it is estimated
that a “ Chickadee destroy® about 5,500 eggs in one day and will eat 138,750 eggs in the twenty-five days it
takes the canker-worm moth to crawl
up the trees?’’ The chickadee will
visit your trees almost daily if you
will hut (hang up a piece of suet or
raw boue with some meat scraps on
it.
Another valuable friend Is the junc
with its upper parts a slate color
which extends down to the middle of

or nuthatch.
There is1another common bird, the
blue jay, which is of little value ex
cept that most of us agree that lie is
a pretty bird, for birds really blue
iu color are not numerous.
A roving winter resident, the north
ern shrike, occasionally visits us.
The northern shrike or butcher-bird,
is nearly as large as a robin with
slate gray upper parts, wings and
tail black with white edges and tipsi,
and a iblack band from the bill to the
side of the neck.
While in summer
h'* eats many grasshoppers and field
mice, he will kill, eat oir impale on a
thorn tree for future use just as
many cf the smaller, (harmless, wint
er birds.
He seems to have a man
ia for needles® slaughtering.
How
ever, before he takes tuts northward
flight in the spring he may' surprise
you by the clear srweet notes of his
weird, song.

fords.
The tourist, the sportsman, the ar
tist, tile weary business man,
the
author, the invalid even, here may
find the panacea for bis ardent de
sires.
The “goods are here,” and
they will not Shrink nor fade.
And
like tlie mountains about Jerusalem
they are here to stay.
For they are
God’s handiwork, and artists however
skilled must stand back ‘ ‘When God
stretches bis canvass.”
So, kind reader, far away, when
making oiut your season’s itinerary,
include a trip to “ old Maine” and
store your mind with the most pleas
ant memories of life.
Slocum.

ARRANGEMENTS
FOR RIFLE CLUB

Last, but not least,
the English sparrow.
always been reviled,
some question among
that even he may be
in destroying harmful
News.

in number, is
While he has Officers Elected and
Plans for
there is now
Contest With Lewiston.
ornithologists
doing his part
insects.—Be the
The annual meeting of the Waterville Rifle club was held with a gcod
attendance, and beside© the election
Mrs. H. W. True of this town, who of officers for the ensuing year, it
''s Caere or less of an authority cn was decided to hold a shoot with the
birds and mucin enjoys the study of Androscoggin club of Lewiston, the
them, recently saw a flock of the date of Which is undecided but will
evening grosbeaks in her front yard. probably be Fob. 1.
It was also

of winter, air© like wise pleasing to
the sight and ear.—During F*b last
! three years, the evening grosbeaks
have frequently, been seen about
South Paris, one or two staying last
j spring until May.
Last autumn, the
aiffips Lady"Saw a Flock Recently first appeared in November. At the
|present time a flock numbering eightI
een or more that in larger or smaller
Star of Bangor C o m m erc ial:
feeding on the
Sr: I was very much interested (numbers lias been
]
seeds
o
f
the
Manitoba
maples (Box
3 re*d of the evening grosbeaks at
|
Elders)
on
the
ground
o
f Albert D.
'Tgque Iele in your Issue of Dec.
Uot would take exceptions to the i Park and near ihis residence, which
■of their being blown here on , affords attractive abodes for birds.
They appear several times, nearly
of Dec. 27 for I observed
!
every
day and have been coming for
aeos in any yard on Fri1
about
three weeks.
At first the
Dec. 24.
There was
aDd two females which re- j number was small, but the other
1here until Sunday, Dec. 26. I morning eighteen were counted and
re of their identity for I ea Ipreviously a flock seen there was
at Burlington, Vt., in March, Iestimated to number twenty-five or
Bird students in South Parill, at which place they had not j thirty.
red before since the year Iis and Norway have visited Mr. and
j Mrs. Park’s residence many times
I have never seen any re1their being seen in Maine un- to see these rare birds.
Mr. and Mrs. Parks have kept
THESE DEER WERE SHOT IN THE VICINITY
your report from Presque
food
out-of-doors for the birds for Courtesy of B. & A. R. R.
my own observation on Dec
a number o f years, both
summer
and winter.
They also have bath
of the birds.
Quite noticeable, too, in |She estimated there were 20 or over.
basins and drinking fountains and the breast.
L. B. M.
nesting boxes for them in summer, flight, are its white outer tail feath ! Mrs. True places ©uet where the
Newburgh, M e .
(Many weed seeds are consumed birds can help themselves and she
so that now among their shrubbery ers.
each
year
by this tireless hunter. The lias the pleasure of many little visit
and trees, many birds build
their
toon? the many bird students at
i nests.
Blue jays, chickadees, wood snow bunting, about one fourth small ors around her home.
flth Paris are Mr. and Mrs. Albert
peckers, tree sparrows, and often a er than a robin and predominately
5 Park, who relate this interesting
nuthatch winter with them, and are black and white in color, is also a
i story, showing that not only Is
It is not a© commonly
now seen.
A little later the June seed eater.
« eong of ‘Ye
Merry Birds of
seen
as
the
junoo.
grosbeak will come to feed on the
Ying” pretty—but ye merry birds
The two most common wood peckers
sumac© on their lawn.
The gros
are
the hairy woodpecker and the
beak Is a beautiful bird of yellow,
downy woodpecker. The hairy wood
black and white.
pecker is nearly the size of a robin
A flock o f five tree sparrows are
— 9 to 10, inches in length. It i© black In Your Season’s Itinerary Include
living about these grounds for the
and white above and white beneath.
a Trip to Maine.
TIME TABLE
fifth winter and the other morning
There is a red band on nape of the
InEffect, December 13, 1915.
just acres® the road at a neighbor’s
neck.
Unless one ha© time to ob
KINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm  about twenty-five were seen.
East Sumner, Jan. 20, 1916.
serve all the minute markings, its
’l l for Phillips, Ransreley and B igelow, at
On January 11th twenty evening size will easily distinguish it from th Maine is the grandest stpot on earth
•P.M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. PasPr twins arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M. grosbeaks were seen near the resi
downy woodpecker, which is about That mortals here can ever know,
^from Rsngeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
dence o f Mrs. Harry A. Morton and1 the size of the English sparrow.
It Oh, come and test its Charming worth
Itedtmin arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at telephone calls notified friends of the
L said that the hairy
woodpecker, Before you strive to elsewhere go.
e»a.m.
fact.—'Lewiston Journal..
selfishly, drill’© a perfectly round
‘SONG Passenger trains arrive at S tron g
.Phillips at 6 23 A. M.. and from Phillips and
hole,, usually under a sheltering limb, Its hills and lakes and forests grand
’wleyat 1.84 P. M., and from Bigelow at 1.15
where he dwell©' in solitude In wint Will cheer the heart and please the
A
week
or
more
ago
tine
presence
*ndfrom Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
eye,
‘ “ M. Passenger trains leave S tron g fo r of an evening grosbeak was publish - er, leaving his faithful mate to shift
"Wilton at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For
Its healthful air by breeze® fanned
for
herself.
Nevertheless
this
fault
in
Norway,
and
it
was
worthy
of
-•'Wat 12.87 P. M. For Phillips and ltangeboring Bring health, and pleasure by and toy.
«5.<7P.M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P. M. and mention, because these birds have al should -be forgiven as many
iiilfield at 6.50 P. M.
worm©
and
destructive
insects,
hid
ways been rare visitors to Maine and
WTrain arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M.
Yes, come to Maine the “ Nation’s
de
ffingfleld at 8.25 A. M..aml from Farm- in the past twenty years have rarely den under the bark of trees are
™i*tll.45A. M. Leaves for Phillips at. 1.40 been
Downy woodpeck playground,” and regale yourself with
seen excepting in occasional; stroyed by him.
“
for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
Instances with few members to the er’s work is the same but lid is th-e its unexcelled charms and you will
Passenger Trains leave for Fnrm ingSunday they were here In more social o f the two for lie come© say that its attractions have never
««uOOA.M.Rnd U B P .M . For Rangeley at company.
been fully told, nor can the pen of
Passenger Trains arrive from Farm- large numbers
and were seen on nearer to our home©.
"?*‘J 2'55 p- M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangethe most graphic writer adequately
The
wbite-breasited
nuthatch
withSouth
Street
in
the
mnomilmg
and
in
10.15 A .M .
Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A. the tip-tops of the trees on the Bap Ills nasal ‘‘y©nk, yank,” i,s both inter describe them.
_ "Wley 150 P. M. and arrives from FnrmOne who ha© never visited th-e Pixie
tist church lawn.
In one instance esting and valuable for not only will
2.16 P. M.
Tree State, may ask, what is there
lie
climb
up
the
tree
trunk
searching
the
company
numbered
fully
twemty1!'EL.EY Passenger Train leaves for FarniA. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. M.
flve birds.
Tine evening grosbeak is for larvae!, spiders’ eggs, etc., but lie about Maine that so charms and de
Jr®bain arrives from Phillips at 3.46 P. M.
Were we to an
about
tw
o
inches
shorter thian a rob will come head downward with equal lights the tou-rist?
!e,v*»at7.30A. M.
This bird, slightly smaller swer in one. word it would be-—-Diver
^Passenger Train leaves for Strong at in. In the male the forehead, should agility.
We scon tire of gazing stead
' *■and for Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
ers and underneath are clear yellow; than the English sparrow, has slate- sity.
upper parts-,- black edged ily at any one object, however grand.
’. l j M i x e d T r a i n leaves for Bigelow at sides of the head, throat and breast colored
-APM £?S8en,for train leaves for Bigelow at
wings wings-, white barred, brownish black The -eye and the senses require fre
O j j * * ,xed train arrives from Bigelow at olive brow n; crown, tail and
and quent changes in order to bold our at
•Tdo*' *1 '.ant* Pa88enger train arrives from black; bill heavy, blunt and yellow; tail, -bla-ck on top of its head
P. M. Passenger train lenvos
Variety in scenery as in
nape,
and
white
side
of
its
head
and tention.
the
female
is
brownish
gray,
more
or
at 12.30.
food
is
wliat
is required.
We de
on
its
breast.
less suffused with yellow; wings and
d f r M 1**1 train arrives from Kingfield
clare
without
fear
of
contradiction
tha
The
red-breasted
nuthatch
Is
small
tail
blackish,
with
some
white
feath
Httin.K, . an<* departs for Kingfield and
’’ttftnmp*1
Passenger train ar- ers.
One o f the local
ornitholo er, with a black stripe, seemingly, nowhere in God’s country can you
'"WsLu
ngton at 3.43 P. M. and departs
Mal 8«ld at 4.00 P. M.
gists, w ho (has seen occasional spec passing through the eye to the should find a more pleasing and satisfactory
Its breast is a light reddish diversity of all- that is grand and
imens, says that their natural habitat er.
^ N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
Its diet is- similar to tlie oth- sublime in Nature, than Nature afis in the Northwest and that tlieir color.
Phillips, Maine.

many ev e n in g

GROSBEAKS SEEN

MAINE GRANDEST
SPOT ON EARTH

1 0Y RIVER X RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD •

OF PATTEN

decided to pick two teams In the
club and hold several shoots during
the winter months.
William Burns, C. E. B. Walker,
Blaine Fowler, William Frost and Dr.
D B. Ora gin were selected as the
nominating committee and
they
brought in the following list of offi
cers for the ensuing year:
H. D.
Cunningham, president; Frederick D.
MeAlary, vice president; Irving E.
Tbcma-s, executive officer; Harry L.
Bickford, treasurer; James H. Allen,,
secretary.
On motion of Harry E.
Green, the secretary cast a ballot for
the list and they will have Charge of
the affairs of the club for the coin
ing year.
Following the election of officers,
Executive Officer Tlhomas- announced
that he had rec-eived a challenge
from the Androscoggin club cf Lew
iston and that it had been accepted,
the date being placed F-eto. 1 pend
ing approval- of the Lewiston club. He
gave a Ish-o-rt talk on method© of
shooting and asked every member to
keep a record of Ms scores so that
the members may be paired into two
team® for friendly Shoots.
High gun.
each week will be announced and t
wa® also voted to hold meetings each
Thursday.
i
F IS H A N D GAMiE O F F IC IA L S BU SY
IN Y O R K C O U N T Y .

The department of inland fisheries
and game has received word of the
prosecution of Frank Gaton of Saco
for illegal trapping of beaver before
Recorder W. H. Dwyer of- the Pis
cataquis municipal court at Dover.
A fine of $100 was imposed and sen
tence suspend-ed in order that Caiton
night toe taken to Saco to answer to
the -charge of deserting hi© wife, who
afterward di-e-d, and two children.
C-aton wa© formerly a driver for theSaco fire department and claimed
that he went into the woods because
of domestic trouble©.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
/

J. W. B rackett Co.

NOT WORTH THE COST M E T H O D IS T
L IT T L E C H A N C E OF S A L V A G E IN

E P IS C O P A L Cl'URCH

Bessie F. Onawelll, pastor.
Sunday, January 30.—Morning wor
ship, 10.45.
Sermon., “ The Foundation of Chniistiamfity.” Sunday school,
12.
Junior League, 3.
Epworth
League devotional meeting, 7. Leader
Mr©. Fraser.
Subject, “The Mean,
irug’ of Diisoipi'esihiip.’’ Gospel sqk
vice of song and praise, 7.30.
Thursday, Fehhruary 3.— Midweek
prayer meeting, 7.30.

Mrs. Nathaniel Todthaker pleasant
A U T O M O B IL E T IR E S .
Mrs. Robert Diil/1 cf Dixfiield is- iin
Phillips, Maine
town this week, the guest of her ly entertained the King’s Daughters
L. 8. BRACKETT,
brother, Frank Davis and family, at their hast regular meeting, 20 be
Business Manager and also of the relative© of Mr. Dill. ing present.
After Hie business of Chem istry Expert Explains W hy It Is
Not Advisable to A ttem pt to
At the 50th wedding anniversary the meeting had been carried out the
OUTING EDITION
Recover Rubber.
committee, Miss Lillian Toothaker
o
f
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjamin,
F.
Virgin
pages ...................... ...................... $1.00 per year
of Mexico, Messrs. Ira Wing and A. and Mrs. Clifford Cushman had a
LOCAL EDITION
Every now and then someone
D. Woodrow' helped in the evening’s program consisting of conundrums,
18 and 16 p a g e s ................................ Sl.50 Per year
writes
the chemistry department oi
Mrs. O.
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub entertainment, Mr. Wing, who has and a soap bubble contest.
Oklahoma A. and M. college to ask
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
II.
Horsey
am
id
MissCora,
Wheeler
served a© Master of Mexico Grange,
what use can be made of worn autorno
5 cents extra.
giving ‘a reading and [Mr. Woodrow are the committee for the next meet bile tires. According to Dr. Charles K
The hostess served suited' pea Francis, it is not advisable to attempt
Entered as second class matter. January 21. telling a story which was much enjoy ing.
t'1*9. at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under ed.
nuts,, mixed candies and assorted to recover rubber of this kind on a
the Act o f March 3. 1879.
small scale.
Janies FI. MacGregor of Rumford cookies.
“ The treatment of second-hand rub
Clarence Huff of Strong visited
Tuo Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire has recently been in Boston to con
her,” says Doctor Francis, “ constitutes
atate ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp- sult with a specialist for an aggra<- relatives in town over Sunday.
Fresh, lot of tangerines at. Geo
otr and Outing news, and the Franklin county
A new pool table ha© been installed a large part of the rubber industry,
vc ted stomach trouble.
There are a number of steps in the proc Bean’s.
ocaity.
,
by Oscar Beede.
ess in which chemicals are used, and
Mr©. C. W. Taggart of Wimtlimqp
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
H. H. Berry of Yarmouth was in on the whole the method includes com
•nd game photographs from its readers.
rieliightfulily entertained a Little sew
C.
F. Chandler & Son have a fine
town this week on a business trip,
When ordering the address o your paper
plicated machinery which requires
ing
party
at
her
home,
Wednesday
line
of
white iron bedstead®, both
banged, please give the old as well as new
Mr. ail'd Mrs. Simon Booker, and sc$ skilled supervision.
afternoon in, ihicnor of her house
single
and
double.
d dress.
William and Mr. and Mrs. WiililiiS Lea
“ Natural or pure rubber is very soft
guest, Mrs. Chester
Sturt evant of
itt attended thie funeral of their and must be hardened when it is to be |
T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 27, 1916.
Farmington.
Sedgeley & Co. advertise percales
daughter and sister, Mrs. Geo. Welch used for such things as automobile
The following committees' were ap iu Rumford last week.
tires, tubing, hose and similar articles and ginghams.
Lu renewing Oier subscriptiotn to pointed at the last regular meeting
On Friday evening of this week the The hardening of the rubber may be
Maine Woods Mrs. J. N. Welte of of Hope Rebekah lodge: Investigat organized men’s' class of the Methc- slight, or carried to such a degree tha'
Big stock of Jap-A-Lac at the PhilNew York stay©:
“ Inclosed is $1.00 ing, Everett Flolt, Bertha Chandler, d-ist Sunday school will entertain, the the finished product is extremely hart lips Hardware store.
Th® h ousefor renewal, of my subscription to Addle Parker; finance, James Monrds>- Sunday school at Wilibur hail. This and more or less brittle. Examples o wives will want to shine u.p their
this substance are to be found in rec
Maine Woods, wliicii seems to bring on, Daisy Davenport, Edith, Haley; is a large class, having some 20 mem
ords for phonographs, telephone trans furniture for summer and this is what
a breath of Maine air witli it—as a visiting, Sadie Davis, Effie Graffam, hers and taught by Mr. Walter S. mitters and knife handles. This proc will doi it in a first-class manner.
Ida Morton, Leittdce Hamden, Berta Toothaker and is constantly Increas ess is known as vulcanizing and is
reminder of happy days.”
Holt; purchasing, Emma Greenwood, ing in interest and membership. An brought about by the addition of cer
Splendid new line of post cards at
Lillian
Sedgeley,
Evelyn
Currier,
tain
chemicals,
particularly
sulphur.
A.
G. Cronkhite’s'.
A miscellaneous
interesting program is being prepar
Governor Curti© announce©' that he
Of course, the adjustment of the selection that will fill your want for
will appoint James B.
Madigan of Mamie Noble, Eva Toot linkor. Fred ed and the school is looking forward
chemicals requires considerable skill any occasion.
Houlton to succeed Albert M. Spear B. Davenport was chosen hall agent, to a delightful evening’s entertain and experience.
Mi©s
Shirley
Holt,
pianist,
and
Mrs.
ment..
The program will begin
as associate justice of the Supreme
“ It is not feasible to attempt to re
D.
F. Hcyt sells the Arrow collar?
Court.
Justice Spear’s term will ex Arthur Graffam, captain of the de promptly at 7.30. This Sunday sehcol cover rubber on a small scale.”
gree
staff.
in
whole
sizes, half sizes and quart
has four large organized classes and
pire on March 1.
er sizes.
Miss Blanche Kenniston moved last splendid work is being dene.
SHOWS SIGNS OF TROUBLE
Saturday into the new home recent
At a recent business meeting of
W H IT E P IN E B L IS T E R R U ST L A T 
Read the bargain im Palmolive soap
ly purchased by her of C. E. Parker Hi® Epworth League of the Methodist Testing Instrum ent, Invention of Cali
EST M E N A C E .
in E. H. Whitney's advertisement. It
and Fred Dyer has bought Miis© Ken church the following officers were
fo rn ian, Tells at Once If Things
will pay you.
Are Not A ll Right.
niston’© old home.
elected for this year:
President,
To protect Maine against the pos
M
r,S'.
Octavia
Badger
has
been
lmvHarold
Reedy;
Dept,
of
Spiritual
sible inroad©' of the latest pest
A portable testing instrument which
Call, at the store of C. M. Hoyt and
which' bring© destruction to timber- iog an ill turn for the past week or Work, Mrs. R. C. Ross; Dept, of detects any trouble in the wiring, see the new laces,
embroider!®,
wo,
her
many
friends
will
be
sorry
World
Evangelism,
Mrs.
Oscar
Fogg;
land®, Hon. Edgar E. Ring, president
spark plugs, insulation or other elec
hamburgs, nainsock and long cloth.
to
learn,
and
at
the
present
time
Is
Dept,
of
Social
Service,
Irene
Ful
trical equipment of a motor has been
of the Maine Forestry association is
ler; Dept, of Recreation and Culture,
appealing to the members of the not able to sit up but little.
It is what you save that counts.
Maine delegation in Congress to sup I Mis© Leola Wonfcbley of Stfong Mrs. Harry Bates; Secretary, Agnes j
Read Toothaker’s ad.
Ross;
Treasurer,
Howard
Ross;
Or-j
was
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Norman
Butler
port the proposed MR for an appro
ganist, Olive Ross.
priation of $50,000 for fighting the this week.
At Parker’s drug store you can get
At the semi-annual election of of
'
The
Program
books
cf
the
North
white pine bilister rust menace which
a
50-cent Durham
Duplex Safety
has already done damage in several Franklin Pomona Grange are being ficers cf the Junior Eipworth League
Razor
and
any
10-cent
cake of shar
the
following
officers
were
elected:
states, and which threatens far great printed at this office and the books
ing
soap
for
25
cents.
cf
er devastation unless prompt meas will be distributed at the February President, Merle Stmdth; Dept.
Spiritual Work, Gladys
Toothaker;
ures are taken to prevent its spread. meeting.
Mrs. Minnie Hardy is stepping with Dept, of World Evangelism, Dorothy
her brother, Willis Hardy for the pre Smith; Dept, of Social, Service, Carl
J IM M Y PO ND CLO SED
Pierce; Dept, of Recreation an Cul
sent.
Secretary, T h is Portable T ester Shows Defect in
Miss Lettjce Hamden, who
has ture, Cora McLaughlin;
th e Ignition System of Automobile i
The department of Inland Fisheries
Opal
Webber;
Treasurer,
Floyd
Al
been in the employ of Mrs. F. N.
Motor.
and Game calls attention to the fact
Beal for some months, will finish drich,; Organist, Helen, Aldrich; Supt.
that Jimmy Pond in Litchfield is clos.
A fox hound owned by B. Ports
patented recently by a California ex
work there Friday of this week and Mrs. Harry Bates.
perimenter. The illustration shows a Warner, living at Laurel, about twebe
ed to ice fiolhang.
This is the re
• Hereafter the Reading Club will
wF:l go to Mrs. H. B. Austin’s.
six-cylinder unit applied to a four- ndles frem York, Pa., was sold and
sult of action taken by the commis
Mr. Bben Hanscom moved his fam meet on Friday evenings instead cf cylinder motor. The current runs
sioners following a hearing at Ta
s’ i.pred three weeks ago to a nan a
ily to Jay this week, where they took Monday evenings, in order to aceom- through a spark plug in a high-pres
coma Inn in September. Soon after
Virginia.
He is a valuable huntiaj
possession of their new farm home j modate some cf the school girl© who sure air chamber, and if the spark
the hearing a proclamation was post
dog and is seven years cld. Warner
wish
to
attend.
The
next
meeting
diminishes
as
the
pressure
is
in
which they recently purchased.
Mr.
ed declaring the "waters of the pond
and Mrs. Hanscom are among the old will be held on Friday evening of creased, it discloses that the ignition was surprised when he iiwoke re
closed to ice, fishing for two years
system needs repairing. — Popular cently to find that th® dog had re
residents in Phillips and friends re next week with Miss Crowell.
from December 1. 1915.
This regu
Science Monthly and World’s Ad turned and had travelled a distance
gret their departure from our town.
lation of the commissioners was mad
vance.
ot nearly 300 miles to reach its old
They were members of the Grange,
subsequent to the publication cf the
home.
EAST MADRID
Ji.mes E. Cushman Post and Ladies’
Piston Ring Troubles.
1915 edition of the laws and regulat
Relief Corps, and were always active
With the growing use of soft steel
ion© of the department and does not,
A pantlier which has killed hund
Jan. 24.
in these societies until poor health
piston rings in internal combustion en
therefore, appear in that much used
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Welts visited at gines, a new difficulty has appeared 1reds of pigs and hogs in the vicinity
prevented Mr. Hansccm from attend
handbook.
Mrs. Emma Raymond’s last Saturday which threatens to ruin a good many of the Vasser p’ace, twelve milee
ing the various meetings.
otherwise perfectly satisfactory mo- north of Pine Ridge, Ark., was killed
Rev. M. S. Hutchins is in Bangor and Sunday.
tors.
It is this, the mistake made in yesterday by Ty Nail, a farmer. Th*
REED'S MILL.
f is week attending the 11th annual
Mis© Bertha Moody is spending a
fitting the rings on the pistons. Too animal, a male, measured nine feet
convocation, under the auspices cf few days with Mrs. Ray Smith in
many owners do not know that a pis His mate escaped.
the Bangor Theo'iogical Seminary. Madrid this week.
Jan. 24.
ton ring, although it can be “ spread” I
There were 48 who attended church Many able men will! he present and
A very pleasant party was enjoyed so as to slip over the top of the piston j
B IR TH fe.
Sunday and who had the pleasure of address the assembly.
at the home of Mrs. Cora Wheeler into the groove, should never be treat
Mrs. Carroll Noyes has been quite Saturday evening, when 15 neighbors ed in that manner. If a piston ring is
listening to a very helpful sermon
Phillips, Jan. 17, to M r. and Mrs.
Miss
Estelle and friends were invited in to cele spread until it slips over the piston, its
by our pastor, Mis© Leathers from, *M the past week.
Dana A. Stinch field, a son.
-<
shape
is
permanently
distorted
and
its
j
Hinkley
iis
working
for
her.
the text, ‘‘The People Had a Min'd
brate the birthday© of Mrs.
Edgar sharp edge will scrape the interior of !
Ephraim McMullen, who has bea >. Welts, Mis© Pearl Baker. S. L. Me
to Work.” Miss Leathers'’ next regu
the cylinder until it ruins the whole
N O T IC E .
lar appointment on February 6 ha©' il1 with tuberculosis for some time dium, Ezra Wheeler and Master Vic cylinder. The proper way to replace i
been canceled, as' elhe ha© an, unusual passed away at his, home in King®eld tor McLaughlin.
T ie evening was a piston ring which has a split in it— | This is to certify that I have given
amount of work to do in, college dlur- Tuesday night. Funeral services will spent in games with, music from Mr. And nearly all have—is to insert the
my son. Herbert La kin, has time dur
ing the first week,s of February. She be held in Kimgfieild1 Sunday after Mecham’s phonograph and social chat end of the ring in the groove, and then
ing t“ e rest o f has minority and shall
will be with uis again, cn February noon at 2 o’clock.
Refreshments of assorted cake and “ thread” the ring into the groove until -'oVect none of ibis wages nor p a y any
it
fits.
In
this
manner,
the
ring
is
Relatives
in
town
have
received
20, and the' service©1will be ai© usual
coffee were served!.
The guests de subjected to only a small distortion hi 11© contracted by him after this
Lntil that date t’ e social! meeting news of the death of Mrs. Hannah parted nt a late hour thanking their
and assumes its normal shape as soon
and Sunday school wiiill1 be held each' Prescott Kingsbury, who died in a host and hostess for the pleasant as it is in the groove.—Scientific date.
G. L. Latin.
Sunday as usual beginning at 10.30 hospital im South, Framingham, Mass., evening.
American.
Jan.
25,
1916.
January 21, where she had been for
a. m.
Earl Hamden visited at N. D.
Mrs. Kingsbury
was Wing’s Last Sunday.
Mirs. Limwood St inch field ha© been t.wc weeks.
ADVERTISE IN MAINE WOODS.
the sister of Mrs. Octavia Blanchard
quite iilfl but is mow convalescing,
Mis© Feme Gould is assisting Mrs.
Mrs.
Frank
Hcidgman
Las
been
con
Mrs. Harvey Wing hais been, suffer
Alton Pease in Avon, with her hqusieI have opened a fully equipped office
fined to her home by illness the past work.
ing from neuralgia,.
*
in Belfast. Me., including a grindinf
week.
Mrs. Alton Dunham, was cm the
plant which will enable me to duplicate
Fred Dodge spent the week-end
broken lenses and make other repairs
sick ULst Hast week. Milford Dunham
with, his parents,, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
the same day received. Although*
was ails® ill Saturday and Sunday.
jamin Dodge i.n, Strong.
little farther away the mail service is
Alton Dunham was home over SumThe Cberton League met last week
just about the same as at, New Sharon.
day.
All you need to do is to serd the broken
with Mrs. Geo. Gould.
It will inedt
lenses or if I have previously fitted you.
F. H. Hathaway was a recent
A myriad of gifts for Birth February 2 witlb. Mrs. Geo. Barnjum.
I have the record to refer to whirh will
guest of friends in Wilton and Far
days, Engagements, Weddings
insure prompt, accurate and efficient
mington.
Nails
Made
by
Hand.
service.
and
Anniversaries
are
contained
Clifford Wing is "working for hits
It, seems hardly credible that it was
I shall continue my visits to Phillip?in our large and varied slock. almost to the dose of the eighteenth
Ranpeley and other towns as oftenes
uncle, Bicn Wing.
there is a reasonable demand for mv
Wilson Sargent, who has been Many inexpensive, but dainty, century that most, nails were made by
services.
driving team at Long Pond is at novelties make excellent drifts, hand. Other countries were very slow
Thanking you for past patronage &nn
home with a tnm.e hack. Hi© father and we have them in abundance. to follow the lead of England in get
desiring a continuance of Fame.
ting out nails in large quantities. In
is taking his place driving the team.
France for nearly a century light
FRANK F. GRAVES,
nails for carpenter work were made
Graduate
Optometrist
S U B SC R IB E NO W
FOR
M A IN E
Phillips,
Maine from wire, but until 1850 they were
BELFAST,
MAINE
W OODS.
made by hand with a hammer.
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NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

THE GIFT STORE

A. G. CRONKHITE,

t j N eed a little cash to
finance that proposition?
^ A want ad may find
the fellow who has idle
cash which he would
be glad to invest.
It s worth trying.
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horizon the artist can fashion a mys
Funeral ser
cooked meal,""while camping, without abcait three week®.
tery of spring that is an unfathomed having to carry an alcohol stove or vice© were at the house at 10 a. m.,
joy of daily life in one’s home, the make a wood fire. They simply take Saturday.
intimate and beloved companion of the new “ hot plate” supplied by the
Hiiiraim Vining, who had two of lito
quiet hours through summer and win- same company that furnishes the gas fingers puiUIed out, is doing as wiedl
tanks, attach the rubber tube to the
ter, spring and fall.
as couild be expected, aind ail danger
There are a few winter scenes tank, and—presto! a first-class gas front blood poison isi now over.
stove is ready.
As acetylene gas
which again prove Mr. Pratt’s abil
Rossie Proctor, his wife and son,
PRESSED h.ay at $16 per ton. Small
gives an intensely hot flame, the
ity to paint the beauty cf the holes from which the gas issues are Alton went to Dixfield one day last
pigs and shoals.
B. F. “Beal, Phil
I s i j o w ; there are some boulder
por- very small and an hour’s cooking re week to see hiii® mother, Mrs. Martha
lips, Me! traits in purples ana greys and viol- quires only three and one-half feet of Rroictor who is very iilil. Mrs. proctor
|ets; and there are one or two of gas, at an average cost of about ten stayed with heir a few day®.
Smokers, my “ government seal” cig
his characteristically mysterious sun cents an hour.—Scientific American.
I.
H. Buker went to Rumford last
ars are pettier tlnan most 5
cent
sets with a lone farmhouse all but
week,
Thursday
and again Monday of
cigars.
Send $1.50 fcxr trial box of
Autos in Mail Delivery.
lost in the deepening shadows, the
this week with a load, of hay.
50 cigars aaid be convinced.
J. H. Than Ever— Water-Color Collection
So successful has been the use of
whole so simply executed and yet so
Harmon, 195 South, Muilbenry street,
autos in rural mail delivery, since the
of
Former
Lewiston
Artist
full of feeling.
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.
first experiment was started two
WEST FARMINGTON
Art-lovers who have
seen
this months ago, that now the R. F. D.
Attracts Attention.
season’s contributions
have
been service for the entire state of Dela
FOR SALE—Beef by the side or
Jan. 25.
highly delighted and a considerable ware has been motored. It is hoped
quarter. B. F. Beal. Phillips.
Mrs. Spaulding has been sick.
A. S. Pratt, Phillips’ versatile number of sales have been made al to greatly improve the service and
Hazel Hardy lias, been sick with a
halve the expense. It is merely a
But the pick of the collect
WANTED—Hardwood ashes, will pay scenic artist, has been visiting old ready.
question of time before autos will dis bad cold.
Her mother ha® been
friends
in
Lewiston,
where
a
few
ion is by no means exhausted and it place horses in the R. F. D. service
15 cents per bushel.
Will collect
caring
for
her
and sihe i® some bet
about the middle of March. Charles years ago he was a very important is likely that the Plummer studio will generally throughout the United
ter now.
acquisition
to
the
studio
of
Harry
continue to attract people to it for States. The next step will be the
Wilbur, Phillips, Maine.
Charles Norton, who has been at
L. Plummer.
He lias gone up and the inspection and enjoyment of Mr. motor post coach, to supply rapid and
work at South Strcng, has? returned
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young, down among the people who are
Pratt’s work for some time to come, cheap transportation for persons as
sound, acclimated -horses. Both heavy akin to him in taste, his patrons in or until the last choice sketch has well as parcels and letters to all to Oil© father’s, S. R. Norton’s.
Lilia Norton i® assisting her grand
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Roes, t’'mes gone by when his sketches been taken away to make more at places not now reached by steam or
i mother with, her housework.
Phillips, Me.
were disposed of here and those who tractive the homes of the people.— electric railway.
Mr. Nutting i® hauling wood for
have always joyed in spending an Lewiston Journal.
Mr. Goodwin.
Avoid Strain on W heel.
hour
or
two
in,
his
comjpanionship,
RABBITS WANTED—Will pay
fif
Almost invariably the driver allows
Doris Hardy has been sick with
teen cents each.
Must be in good cl atting over things worth while.
the wheel to bump against the curb in the grip and unable to attend school
Motorcars Known in 1736.
Mr. Pratt is as refreshingly orig
condition and non-poisonous,
and
bringing the car to a stop. He makes
The following is from the scrap book the curb stop the machine instead of but is some better now.
dressed leaving skins on.
Can use inal and interesting as ever. He
S. R. Norton visited his daughter,
individuality of compiled by Diana Bosville, at the bringing it to a stop with the brake.
fo rty
per week until April 1st. Tel. has retained an
Temipie Last
close of the eighteenth century, ac- j This puts a strain on the wheel, which, Mrs. Dana Hamlin at
style which is as marked in his con cording to the Vancouver (B. C.)
64-15.
M. F. Stevens, Dover, MeMonday.
versation as ;n has paintings. He be World. Diana was the daughter of with the weight of the car back of it,
Herbert Norton visited his grand
is apt to spring the steering connec
longs to a passing—or passed—period Sir William Wentworth, the friend of
tions. Repeated carelessness of this parents over Sunday.
when people lived leisurely, talked Lady Wortley Montagu, and known to kind is apt to bend the steering cross
much and lingered in the cordial at Doctor Johnson:
rod or possibly the steering arms.
“ 1736. Mr. Moore’s undertaking to Then, too, most drivers do not set the
mosphere of old-fashioned sociability.
make carriages go without horses, hav
Outside of these friends whom he ing engrossed a large share of public emergency brake when leaving the car
O f an Occasional Trip to
has visited or who have visited discussion, I learn that something of standing with one wheel against the
curb, the whole weight of the car push
him,
however,
the
general
public
has
the same nature was done several ing against that one wheel.
Business at the Camps Has Been
not realized that the Pratt of old- years ago by Mr. Arthur, the comedian,
Good the Past Season.
W ill Be Greatly Enhanced If the
time days was here and that with ! who constructed a chariot which act
him came a large collection cf his ually went of itself several times up
EAST WELD
sketches which are still on exhibit and down the Mall in St. James’ park;
(Special to M aine W oods.)
and that a person at Trowbridge also
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
ion and for sale at the studio of
contrived a wagon to go without
Oquossoc, January 14.—Winslow J. Harry L. Plummer.
Jam 25.
Home During Your Stay.
horses, which was shown to many hun
Heald, proprietor of “ Heald’s Camps’’
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
The
school
in
the
Woods
district
Mr. Pratt’s work, this season, is dreds of people in Cuper’s gardens,
House In the City, With All Conven
recently saw a large owl flying over
and for some little time afforded great taught by Mrs. L em Pettengill closed iences Including Hot and Cold Running
tbe lok( near his camps bearing in of the same order of that which he
satisfaction; but one of the springs
Owing to Water and Local and Long Distance
kls U1OT3 something whdch at first hM beea
dawn from ohrtat- breaking, the whole machine became last week, Wednesday.
Telephone in All Rooms.
COUM not be determined. Mr. Heald ma8 *° Christman, as he has atuck disordered, and the mob at length sickness and poor roads the atten
Just
a step from Monument Square
faithfully to the portrayal of the
seized hi® rifle and fired at the owl
broke it in pieces.’’
dance was not very good at the last
Restaurant
Connected. Rates Reasonable.
scenetry o f his beloved Franklin coun
Take the '"Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car £:om
which caused him to drop something
of the term.
Union Station.
ty home, the beech woods, the shal
Acetylene Cooking Stove.
irto the lake.
Heald then took a
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
George Cobum, one of the town’s
low Sandy river, the distinctive conMotorists on tour, whose car is fit
boat and rowed to the locality and
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
found a dead mink w hichthe owl had!tours <* «»• Blue- the < *»*>** P®°** ted with an acetylene gas tank for noted citizen®, died last Wednesday H. E. TH URSTO N.
R. P. HIM M ELEIN.
' of the deep woods, the sunlit slopes lighting, may now enjoy a well- night at his home, after an Slillnes® of
dropped.
P roprietors.
of high pasture®. ’
Mr. Heald is a very successful hunt-*
In this collection there are a few
cr and has secured in the past many
oils, but most of the sketches are in
mink and other game, but never be
water-color, the medium best loved
fore has he been assisted by an owl.
by this artist.
Many cf them are
Business at his sporting camps has large-sized, a considerable
number
been good this season. Several from are of medium proportions and a
East Sumner and vicinity have been few are small.
Those wihich have
at his camps and all returned bring been framed and hung on the wall's
ing trophies of their success.
c f the Plummer studio show to
most advantage.
FR O M
BEL
LITTLE N E W S
Someone, a few days prior to Mr. i •
.
,
.
GRADE.
Pratt’s departure to bis northern DUSlIieSS Qeclls.
home, charged him with impression
istic work in one sketch where the j
(Special to Maine W oods.)
C on du cts a first class jo b p rin tin g departn ent
Belgrade Lakes, January 17—A larg colors almost seemed to be thrown
m
crew of men are filling the Belgrade on in splashes.
w h ich specializes on C am p and H otel w ork
“ I never paint inipressdonistical-!
ice bouses.
Tbe men find the ice
14 inches in thdeknes® and of fine lv,’’ was Mr. Pratt’s immediate and
unqualified reply.
‘‘The impression
quality.
Tiie sleighing is fine, never better ist depends upon the eye to blend
and with a nice moon makes great tl.e primal colors which he uses side
by side on his canvas or paper; but
enjoyment for the young people.
I always prefer to blend the colors
Below zero weather is what the
myself.
This is tonal painting.”
New Year has given us so far prov
Mr. Pratt’s ideas or criticisms of
ing the olid adage tune, as the “ days
art have changed little.
He still
lengthen the cold strengthens.”
affirm© that no one ha© a right to
Mr. Wesley Danvers ,of Belgrade say this or that picture Ss not a
Lakes lias in his cellar a quantity of good one.
The critic’s only real
apples raised in the year 1914 and privilege is to say that he, himself,
are in sound condition, perfectly doe© not like it and to give the rea
sons why.
“ When a critic tells me
he doesn’t like one of my pictures,
I always ask him why, seeking In
formation by which to do better
work.
Bait nine times out of ten the
critic never knows why he doesn’tFOR
like it and that constitutes no true
M A P S O F M A IN E
GUNS AND
c
riticism at all.
He h.as not helped
FISH-RODS
W e d esig n and p rin t B ooks, L e a fle ts F olders,
RESORTS A N D RO AD S
me in the least.”
William F. Nye is the great
By this it should not be assumed
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
e tc ., and w ou ld b e pleased to fu rn ish sam ples,
est authority on refined oils in the that the Pratt sketches are net as for maps o f the fishing regions of the
state,
etc.
We
can
furnish
the
followbeautiful
and
likable
as
ever.
They
world. He was the first bottler; has
ingmaps:
i
dum m ies and p rices on requ est.
the largest business and NYOIL are more so. He has painted so Franklin County
$ .50*
much, in the beech woods and near Somerset County
.50
is the best oil he has ever made.
.50
the still, green pool® that he is past Oxford County
.50
.
NYOIL
master of this type of scenery. He Piscataquis County
Aroostook County
.50
knows his subject and how to give Washington County
* HAS NO EQUAL.
*
.50
mi color the effects he sees and loves Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Beware of scented mixtures called
.85
There is more atmosphere in
his Geological map of Maine
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
R. map of Maine
.35
where a light oil is needed. It pre
1915 beeches.
They are Less photo R.
Androscoggin County
.35
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
graphic.
The October and Novem Cumberland County
.35
tion.
.50
ber frost is in the air, the distant Hancock County
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
.35
your firearms and your rod. You will
trees are softened in the autumnal Kennebec County
Knox County
’ -35
find it by far the best. Hardware and
haze, and yet the colors are rich.
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.35
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
To the visitor who is not an art Penobscot County
- f0
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
.3b
ist such sketches are miracles. What Waldo County
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made bv
•
.35
a marvel that out af a winding York County
WM. F. NYE*
lane, tree-lined, with violet shadows J. W B R A C K E T T
C O .,
New Bedford, Mass.
across the wheel-tracks and a dis
tant grey hilltop peeping above the
Phillips,'
M aine.
whole and sound as when gathered
from the tree.
They are of the
0d« cent a word in advance. No headline or Stark variety adn a splendid cooking
gthui' display. Suixjoots in a. b. c. order
appAe of moderate size and admiring
color,
but the keeping
quality is
FOR SALK—Desirable lieuse lots in
what makes it remarkable. Who can
Pdillips.
Address Maine Woods.
beat it?

CLASSIFIED

PRATT’S BEECHES
MORE BEAUTIFUL

OWL ASSISTS IN
CAPTURING MINK

The Pleasure
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

^ Inside Information is

the costly, valuable in
g red ie n t th at figures
most prominently in all

^1 T here is a wealth of
“Inside Information
the w ant ads.
any business men
whose preeminent suc
cess is attributed to a
highly developed fore
sight and shrewdness,
are , in reality making
daily use of this want ad
“Inside Information/'

MAINE WOODS

W h y n o t l e t u s H e lp
you

w itH

your

a d v e r t i s i n g ;?

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE
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A NATIONAL
SPORTSMAN
E. T. Grether of St. Louis, Mo.,
Knows the Game Laws by
Heart.
Every one know® ‘‘Tell” Grether.
His front name is Edward.
He is
one of the olid standbys of the middle
We»t.
He is a real “ gain bu.g,” a
firm believer in sport for sport’s
sake, a man who has made a
thorough study for the game laws of
every state; has revised many of
them, and is an authority on said
topics. Grether not only knows what
is what in this line, but he has been
instrumental in framing nearly all of
the efficient up-to-date laws in the
middle western States.
It is doubtful if anyone has had
more actual experience in hunting
and fishing than; “ Tell” Grether. At
present lie is a member of the St.
Louis trapshooting association, secre
tary of the Bine Wing gun club, an
honorary member of at least two
score of bunting and fishing clubs,
and one of the two living members of
the original Missouri state sports
men’s association.
The other living
member is James L. Head, of Moberly, Mo.
Every since he was a little shaver
Grether lias been interested in the
great outdoor pastimes.
As a boy
he had a man convicted of illegally
trapping quail so that it was only
natural that when he grew up he
would be a game commissioner. All
that came to pass.
While he was secretary of the Mis
souri state sportsman’s game and
fish protective association, Grether
drafted the first modern set of fish
and game tows in Missouri.
These
laws provided for said officers to en
force them,, and GretQier was named
as chief assistant.
He did such ex
cellent work that he was promoted to
the office of chief deputy commis
sioner which followed.
Missouri has long been the paradise
for market hunters and game dealers
who not only tlirived upon the re
sources of that state, but upon the
supply from other states.
Grether,
however, soon demonstrated his abil
ity to cope with, this situation. With
the aid of two dogs ©specially train
ed to scent game concealed in bags,
grips, boxes, etc., he soon put an end
to the illegal shipment cf game, and,
of course, he became very unpopu
lar with a certain class of people.
They poisoned his dogs.
Grether wrote the game' laws pass
ed by the Missouri legislature a.t its
recent session, and was instrumental
in framing the new law in Illinois
which, prevents the commercialism
of game in the state..
Quite naturally with all tills ex
perience Grether should be able to
write entertainingly on all subjects
pertaining to. hunting and fishing,
and he can.
For 10 years he has
been the writer of a weekly page of
rod aard gun news on a St. Louis
newspaper.
As he has roughed it
in California and Colorado and along
the Mexican border, and undergone

W O O D S,

many hardsihips in hunting he has a
choice lot of reminiscences which he
works in his columns.
“ Grit” is Grether’s middle name.
Three years ago he was injured in
an automobile accident and for 29
weeks was. confined in. a St. Louis
hospital, but notwithstanding this
handicap of illness, he got out his
fishitog and hunting news just the
same.
Last year he desired to collect
specimens1 of wild waterfowl to. dis
prove the contentionsi of the govern
ment experts about the breeding of
the fowl, in relation to’ their physical
condition while on their migration
northward in the late winter months.
It was necessary to wear boots in.
this expedition, but one of Grether’s
injured toes prohibited the wearing
of one boot.
Linder the circum
stances perhaps, the ordinary man
might consider the trip impossible,
but G.retlner had the toe amputated,
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FOX TRAPPING
BQOK of
instructions
A
tells how to trap,

• -

" V’

pm

Price, postpaid, cloth honnd, 60 cents.

the foot bandaged and went on the
exploring expedition. Incidentally he
got the proofs that he went after.
Just now Grether is one of the
fellows who talk about 1,000 ent
ries in the grand American handicap
in St. Louis £n August. If the others
hustle like Grether there will be
even more than one thousand trapshooters in St. Louis.
A D D RESSED
EN CE ON

BOSTON
CO N FER
F I R E FIG H TIN G
FO R C E S.

State Forest Commissioner Frank
E. Mace returned. Saturday from Bos
ton where he has been im attendance
upon tihe Weeks law forestry con
ference.
Commissioner Mace Friday
gave an interesting talk at the con
ference upon the work of organizat
ion of fire fighting force® and forest
fire
prevention
work
as
car
ried on in Maine.
Deputy Forest
Commd.ssdoner Edward A. Mottoes, wh
attended the Weeks law convention
with Commissioner Mace, stopped off
at South Berwick on his return, pass
ing Saturday at Bias old home in that
town.

Let W illiam Tell
D o n ’ t ta k e our
word for the extra
g o o d n e ss o f th e
bread, cake and pas
try made from this
special flour, milled
from Ohio Red W in 
ter W h eat. Order a
sack today and let it
do its own talking—
it’s the only way to
le a rn v /h a t y o u r
b ak in g w ill gain
through

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
e s c r i
bes



D the
f ur-b e a r i n g

animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i on, w i t h
practical
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.,
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of in
Atrappers
structions f o r
about these

mi
m
m.
pi

ORDERS TO

Q Pp^l AI

Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training
the H unting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing fo r Skunk. Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound. Training
-S p ecific Things to Teach, Training-Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, A il
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tonguers. Music. The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies. House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.

0 1 L U I /1 L

E L L S about the
Hudson Bay Com-K
pany; Northern Indians *"i
and their Modes of j
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e y . «
Wilderness, Things tofrffl
Avoid, etc., etc. The* ™
author (Martin Hunter) ■
was with the Hudson!
Bay Company for about I
40 years—from 1863 to |
1903 and the information is given from a t
_
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

T

The Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Tracer"
Outfitting Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis.
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode o f Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes, Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash. Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling a n d
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping. A Pard Neces
sary. A Heroic Adventure. Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap o f Raison.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents

STEEL TRAPS
e s c r i b e s

BOOK of g-r— 11 .......-^7
information 5jf
__ ^
about fur-bearing||
animals, enclos-lj
IF U R S * * ':' j
ures, their habits, g j
care, etc., and is It
th e recognized t i
authority o n /« r||
raising —now in | {
fourth edition—
written from in-*;
-*
formation secur-jj
ed from reliable I i
sources, includ-lj
ing LT. S. Govern-1
ment r e p o r t s , f j
- mi
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

A

aFARMlNCi

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting

them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
vThis book contaijH
?333 Papes, 5 x 7 in,
and 130 illustrations,
•printed on good qual
(ity heavy paper. Just
(the book that trappets
Shave long needefl
___ __________ iGives the historyajf
bri f e i c s t e e l traps, how made,
, __
___' 1 " “"sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; W’here
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
.Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
H IS is one of the

S A v a l u a b l e T m o s t practical
book for home books on woodcraft
Isteaders,
hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr; A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 30
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of j
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
H E most practi
cal book on fish
T
ing ever published.

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv-i
A
ing many methods
of trapping. Aval-:
uable book for trappers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that|_
is if you want to
catch mink.
This
book is edited by|
A. R. Harding, con-j
tains about 50 illus-;
trations and nearly!
200 pages, and is!
d i v i d e d into 20I
chapters as follows: P
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW, WHEN
e and W H E R E to
ll| catch them; also tells
MBthe K IN D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hookec^ Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpbn and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish—Good Places.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents
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the

D various make*
and tells how to use

FUR FARMING

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

a n d o t h e r home-j
<*
made traps by A. R
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages
sizes 5 x 7 inches,!
and 84 drawings and*
illustrations, printed’
0
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
q
plete book on how|
to m a k e “ home
.
...
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers w'here material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to' be had for constructing.
.The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.
i Price, poatpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

C . H . McKEjNZXB TRADING OO., PH ILLIPS, MAINE.

CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e following books arc endorsed
e s c r i b e s in a
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical manpers and sportsmen in North America.
[ner, the training,
handling, treatment,
T h e information they contain is re
breeds, etc., best
liable, having been gathered from ac
ladapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
gun dogs for daylight
ments of men who are leaders in the
jsport. This book is
not intended for the
different branches covered by these
field trial dog men,
works.
but is for the real
dog men who delight
These books should be in the
chases that are
hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
profit.
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting, The

s n a r e , poisonj
and shoot. , A
valuable b o o k
for trappers. If
all the methods'
as given in this•«
had been stud-:
ied out by one; <
man and he had j
begun trapping 1
when Columbus' j
discovered1 {
America, more,, J
than four hun-pij
dred years atmL I
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided injo
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

ON THE WAY UP MT. KATAHDIN

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

Phillips*
Maine

Any one of the above 60 c books and one year’s
subscription to M AINE W O O D S , outing edition
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1ist. If you will let me know what
State you are interested in, I will
find out for you.
4. How long do you have to live
in a State before you can get a
Resii den t li eease ?
An*. The same length of time nec
essary to become a voter.

r

ington-UMC high power rifle so it A L L A B O U T T H E BIG 1916 T R A P
could hold about ten cartridges in
IVtjEET.
the magazine or would this be im
practicable?
Prem ier Event P~-z to St. Louis
Ans. jNo:
It would hardly be
worth while even if it were possible.
Plans are offici
• announced by
lotion for the
3. I have never shot a revolver the Interstate A(
or pistol and want some fairly power Promotion of Trap x>ting for four
ful arm to learn to shoot with, and trapshooting tournaments of tire new
possibly to use in hunting big game year, which will be of international
as a protection of last resort. You interest:
Here are the details:
understand I do not want a target
pistol, but would like something quite
Grand Am erican Handicap.
powerful with which I could learn to
become a fair pistol Shot.
Experts
have told me that a man could not do The Seventh Grand American Trap
good work with any automatic but I shooting Tournament will be held at
ar i very anxious to use one and was St. Houis, Mo., on, August 21st, 22d,
figuring on the Huger 6 inch barrel, 23d, 24tli and 25th, 1916, under the
auspices of the St. Houis Trapsboot9 mm.
Ans. As a general rule the larger ers’ Association with the co-operation
and heavier the revolver and the of other St. Houis Gun Clubs. There
larger and heavier the cartridge it will be $3,500 added money. The win
shoots, the more difficult it is to ner of first place in the Grand Amer
get great accuracy—not because it is ican Handicap will be guaranteed $50
not capable of it, but because of the and a trophy; the winner of second
inability of the shooter to properly place will be guaranteed $400 and a
hold the gun.
For all purposes such trophy; the winner of third place
as you suggest, my choice would lie will be guaranteed $300 and a trophy;
between the .45 Government Automa the winner of the J,~"7bh place will be
a trophy; and
tic pistol and possibly some of the guaranteed $200 j
ih piace will be
heavier revolvers handling the .44 or the winner of the
a trophy. Num
.45 caliber cartridges. The Huger pas guaranteed $100 ;
tol is undoubtedly an. excellent arm, erous other trophies will also be abut for such purposes I would much warded.

C. E. K., Jellico Plains, Tenn.
1. I have an old-fashioned' muzzle
loading rifle fer which I would like
to buy a new lock.
Con you tell
me where I can buy it, or where I
can have the old one repaired?
Ans. I do not think it is possible
at tlie present time to get a lock
fmm the original
manufacturers.
Some of the larger
hardware and
sporting goods jobbers in various
parts of the country carry stocks of
parts in tli.e rough and partly finished
i;We now have in the United States |ridges.
They are used very little,
four to five hundred regularly organ-j 2. For over , four years I have had state which could be fitted to your
It will require the services of
ized citizen rifle clubs. I can re- a .32 Remington No. 4 single shot, gun.
an
expert
gunsmith to do tlie work,
member the time a few years ago Wild it handle the UMC .32 extra
however, and unless you are having
when you could almost count the rifle long?
the rifle fixed up merely as a mat
clubs in this country on the fingers
Ans. No. I would not recommend
ter of sentiment I would certainly no
of both hands.
The growth of inter it.
bother
with it, as you will spend
est in rifle shooting is phenomenal,
3. What rifle made in this country
more
money
than the arm will be
yet the reason is easy enough to has the highest muzzle energy? What i
worth. I would suggest that you take
find. It is a relatively inexpensive is its energy?
up the matter with your hardware
sport—rifles are not expensive' and
Ans. The 50-110 high velocity has
with proper care last almost a life a muzzle energy of 3,349 feet pounds and sporting goods dealer who will b
time. Ammunition—especially In th which is more power than any other able to refer you to some one who
can do the necessary work.
.22 caliber sizes—which is the size standard rifle made in this country.
mostly used for indoor practice, is
4. At 100 yards what rifle leads
prefer a heavier caliber such as the
C. G., ELdred, Pa.
Southern Trapshooting Tournam ent.
so cheap that a whole evening’s en and what i s ‘its energy?
.44 or .45.
Will you kindly settle an argument
tertainment costs less than two bits.
Ans. At 100 yards, the .405 has an
4. Is it powerful enough to stop an
concerning deer?
Do they drop
The Eleventh Southern TrapshootNeedless to say there are a 'great energy of 2,3°9 feet pounds, which is
animal
charging towards a hunter?
their horns each year or keep them
me Tournament will be held at Mem
number of towns that have not as more power at 100 yards than that
Is it good to use as a rifle with, the
and grow a new point?
phis, Tenn., on 'May 9th, 10th, .11th,
yet an organized rifle club.
They given by any other standard Amer
Ans. They shed their horns every stock attached?
1916, under the auspices of the Mem
all possess an enthusiastic group of ican rifle.
Ans. Revolvers and automatic pis phis Gun Club.
year.
There will be $1,500
riflemen and all that is necessary is
tols are full of them very much less added money.
The winner of first
to get them together to organize. It D. H., N. Y.
powerful than any of the high power place in the Southern Handicap will
W. F. M., Glenwood, Mo.
ii really as easy as rolling off a log.
I would like to ask a lew questions
They will stop big game, beI guaranteed $100 and a trophy; the
1. What effect would it have cn a rifles.
The National Rifle Ast&ociaticn, in a concerning the U. S. Springfield rifle
30-inch barrel to saw off the barrels however, if a bullet land* properly. If winner of second place will be guar
fatherly manner, furnishes a set of in use today—I would like to know
to 26 or 28 inches? The barrels are you use a pistol with a stock attach anteed $75 and a trophy, and the win
bv-laws ready-made which includes the weight of the bullet, the muzzle
ed, you will get results which are.of ner of third place will be guaranteed
now full choke.
the duties of various officers, etc., velocity, the muzzle energy, the pen
Ans. The pattern would open up course better than the average man $50 and a trophy.
Several other
and in general assists greatly in the etration in wood, and the distance
a great deal.
As to just how much can secure from shooting in the reg trophies will also be awarded.
formation of clubs.
You do not nee it will shoot with accuracy.
Also it would be impossible to say without ular style, but you cannot expect to
a large number to start off a rifle 1 would like to know the weight of
get results' such as can be secured W estern Trapshooting Tournam ent.
measuring the bore of the barrel.
club—you can become affiliated with it and how it differs from the Krag.
2. Would it shoot as good as a with a regular rifle.
the National Rifle Association with
Ans. Data concerning the Spring- true cylinder bore?
5. I have been studying catalog*',
only ten members.
Most every one field rifle: Bullet weight, 150 grains
The Eleventh Western Trapshoot
Ans. If you cut off enough of it etc., for a long time trying to find
ing Tournament will be held at Om
has some friend who is interested in muzzle velocity, 2,700 feet; muzzle
so as to remove the entire choke, a out what I ought to have, but I have
aha, Nebraska, on June 13th, 14th,
shooting and each member will un energy, 2,426 feet pounds; penetrat
true cylinder bore would be the re been unable to arrive at a decision.
doubtedly bring somebody else a- ion, 54
15th, 1916, under the auspices of the
inches through 1 inch clear sult.
Would the Colt .45 Army pistol do m Omaha Gun Club.
There will be
round to the range and this process pine blocks glued together, making a
3. Why is it that some people are pretty well?
Has it greater stoppin $1,000 added money.
The winner of
continues in a sort of endless chain. solid body.
Accurate range 1,200 good shots with a rifle and yet with
power on game than the Huger?
first
place
in
the
Western.
Handicap
I have tried it myself and I know yards.
Weight cf rifle, 8.69 pounds. a shotgun will miss every shot?
Ans. It has greater stopping pow will be guaranteed $100 and a trophy;
It’s true. A short time ago two o<r The Krag rifle weighs one-half pound
Ans. It is pretty hard to explain a er mainly because the bullet is larger
the winner of secoed place will be
three friends of mine and myself de more; has a longer barrel; shoots the
question of this kind. Shotgun shoot
guaranteed $75 and a trophy, and the
cided to organize a club under the 30-40 Army cartridge, and lias a dif
ing and rifle shooting are so differ 4. K., Bode, Iowa.
winner of third place will be guaran
N. R. A. rules. We located a place ferent type of magazine. There are
ent that doing one kind of shooting
1. Kindly give me some infonmat- teed $50 and a trophy. Several other
suitable for a range and fitted it up of course a number of other points
doe* not help the other one very or on an automatic repeating shot
trophies will also be awarded.
for shooting. A fellow who rides a which are different, but these are
much.
gun.
What is best for them, smokemotorcycle with me sometimes hap the main outstanding differences.
ess or black powder?
pened to say that he was interested
Eastern
Trapshooting
Tournam ent.
J. K. M., Bay City, Mich.
Ans. I strongly
recommend the
in shooting and I brought him around E. M. D., Ridgway, 111.
f
1. Kindly advise if the VM Mar
to the range.
At a party two men
The Tenth Eastern Trapshooting
1. Is the fault in the gun or in ble’s front sight is very good for big use of smokeless powder in any kind
T a shotgun.
It gives less recoil, Tournament will be held at PMladelr
were discussing heatedly the qualit t’ e shell when it misfires, the shell
game hunting.
It seems to me that
lust as good shooting results, and phia, Pa., cn July 18th, 19th and 20tih,
ies of a certain make of rifle.
I being dented the same as the ones
at considerable distance a whole
ices not foul the barrel anywhere 1916, under the auspices of the Key
horned into the conversation and in that go off?
moose or deer could be seen inside
near so much as doss black powder. stone Shooting Heague.
vited them around to the range.
There will
Ans. It is impossible to tell with the front sight.
2 . Are they as safe as a regular be $1,000 added money. The winner
These new recruits did their share
out seeing the shell.
The mere fact i Ans. As I have often stated in till
repeater?
nobly by bringing in their friends.
of first place in the Eastern Handi
that one cartridge goes off and an column, a choice of sights is a great,
Ans. Yes, they are just as safe.
One month later we had over twenty
cap will be guaranteed $100 and a
deal
a
matter
of
personal
preference.
other does npt with the same blow c
3. Are they more liable to get trophy; the winner of second place
members with prospects of many
the primer doe* not prove anything. An aperture front sight such as the
ut of order?
more!
will be guaranteed $75 and a trophy,
It may be that the firing pin in your Vickers-Maxiim for game work should
Ans. When properly cared for the and the winner cf third pilace will be
If ycu as a rifle Shot would like
gun is hitting the cartridge a blow certainly give excellent results. With
to organize a club, go to it!
The which is too light and which occas regard to the field of view given by ie no more likely to get out of ord- guaranteed $50 and a trophy. Several
r than any other mechanism.
other trophies will also be awarded.
chances are 100 to 1 in favor of suc ionally causes misfires.
such a sight, you should be able to
4. Shot for shot, will they last as
cess.
It is a matter of
2. What is the cause of cartridges figure it easily.
F IG H T W IT H A M U S K R A T
The front sight long asi the hand operated repeater?
swelling in the barrel when shot in simple proportion.
Ans. If, as stated above, they are
has an aperture of approximately 5
A. J. S., Evanston, 111.
a .22 rif!e?
properly cared for. they will last just O liver Ham lin Was the V icto r of a
The distance
1. KindJy tell me what ycu can
Ans. Usually a defective chamber 32 inch in diameter.
as long as any other repeater.
As
Strange Battle at the B u tter
about the penetration, velocity and or one rendered defective by abuse between the sights you can tell from a matter of fact, wear is something
m ilk Lane Bridge.
your rifle and then you can assume
■energy of the .32 rim fire extra short, |or neglect.
which is hardly worth worrying about
the
distance
you
are
shooting
over.
short, long and long rifle.
3. Wihiicih do you really think is
a* manufacturers nowadays are put
A battle with a muskrat, in which
An,s. Cf the cartridges you meat- i the safest—ihammerles* or hammer At extremely long ranges the apert ting such careful workmanship
into th.e rodent, gave u good account of
ure would show coneideral le view. I
ion, the .32 short fires a bullet guns ?
their guns that almost any cf the itself, was the wn sual experience of
weighing 80 grains, and has a muz
An*. Personally I prefer the ham- do not see how this wouid be any standard makes will last a lifetime of Oliver Hamlin, a young Rockland
disadvantage, however.
zle energy of 172 feet pounds, and a m-enles* type of rifle or shotgun.
fisherman, last Friday.
2. Could a gunsmith alter a Rem- ordinary shooting.
muzzle velocity of 990 feet per sec
The boy was sitting cn the bridge
ond. The .32 long, rim fire cartridge, j J. C.. Centraida, III.
F. E. McM., Fond du Hac, Wiis.
at Buttermilk Hane, dipping for min
fires a bullet weighing 90 grains', at
1. Will a .38 Celt’s shooting a .38
1. Can you tell me whether or nows.
A muskrat, the largest he
a velocity of 1170 feet second*, the S. & W. Special be powerful enough
not there are any .30 Kirag-Jorgensens ever saw, emerged from; beneath' the
energy being 274 feet pounds. I have for big game? If not. what caliber?
on the market, and if so, where I can Ice, and started apparently for the
no figures for the ether two cartAns. It certainly is not powerful
dipnet.
Suddenly the huge rat
get one?
enough to be reliable for big game
Ans. The Krag-Jorgensen rifle
is charged up the embankment tp the
shooting. In fact, no revolver Is
the one which was made by the bridge and, with Ms teeth wickedly
really satisfactory to hunt big game
United States Government previous displayed, made a dive for the as
with.
They are mighty good tilings
to the Model 1903 Springfield rifle, tonished fisherman.
The boy dodg
These big, brawny men o f the
which is at present being made- The' ed, but the muskrat persisted in the
woods know the worth of a strong to have in emergency as a last re
arm, a steady hand and a true eye. sort but they could hardly be class
If. S. Government have'
in stock attack, at one time bounding over
They have keen appetites, and so ed as of sufficient power to do the
somewhere in the neighborhood of the boy’s head.
Once the rat’s jaws
long as they can eat well and sleep proper kind of execution on big
305,000 of these rifles but they are nipped the lad’s hand, but
a
stout
well, they can do a man’s work.
on sale except to life members cf glove prevented other injury than a
But all lumbermen khow that a bad game.
2. Where-is the best place to hunt
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
stombeh or a sick headache can put
the National, Rifle
Association or scratch.
A well^aimed kick finally
the strongest of them out of business. large game in the U. S. A.?
Otfers room with hot and
members of rifle clubs affiliated with «pnt the rat agaiter i.he bridge, and
Men in the woods cannot he fussy
cold water for $1.00 per day
Ans. Your question is too indefin
the National Rifle Association.
a* it lay half stucr.sU, Hamlin com
about their food, and too much of the
arid up, which includes free
If you will say what kind of
2. What is your opinion regarding pleted its destructiv e
same kind, day after day, is apt to ite.
use of public shower baths.
bring on a stomach attack, cause bil .game you are after I may be able
a bolt action 8 mm. Mauser carbine
The muskrat
■•*» bought by a
Nothing to Equal This in New England
iousness or a splitting headache. to help you out.
There is no such
as
a
hunting
arm?
Rockland
fur
dea..__.
“L. F.” Atwood's Medicine is worth
Rooms with private baths
Ans. This is a matter of choice
its weight in gold to men in the lum thing as a “best place,’ ’ as comparis
for $1.50 per day and up;
ber camps. An old-fashioned, simple ons must be based on reports which
as to ‘ whether you wish to- use on ac
suites of two rooms and bath
P A L M E R E N G IN E S A N D
remedy for the stomach, liver and are influenced greatly by the success
tion as slow as a holt action.
for $4.00 per day and up.
bowels that quickly puts these organs of the individual hunter who makes
LAU N CH ES.
in good order and keeps them so.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
thpm.
Tested by use, for over sixty years.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
3. In what State* are you allowed
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
Send for Booklet
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
or write to-day for fr e e sample.
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
to carry a gun in a belt?
STORER F. CRAFTS Gen. Manager
“L. F ” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
I
________________ _
Ans. I cannot give you a complete

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

LUM BERM EN

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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lynx, 7.
DEALERS IN DEER SKINS.
Reports received from 53 of the
licensed dealers in. deer skins and
deer heads show that they purchased
by virtue of their licenses., 6,877 deer
A Most Interesting Document Filed skins and 74 deer heads.
Average price of deer skins, 75
by the Commissioners---Game
cents.
Prospects Good.
Average price of deer heads, $1.00.

FISH AND GAME
REPORT FOR 1915

m arketm en.

The 1915 report of the commas sioil
ers of inland fisheries and gome was
presented to the governor and counr
ci1 at the meeting at the capdtol Fri
day.
Tihe report, Which is a very
interesting one, is here printed in
full:
SUMMARY

OF
HATC HERY
PO RTS.

RE

v

Reports received from1 25 of the
1.censed marketmen shew that they
bought by virtue of their licenses,
•^81 deer for sale at retail to their
local customers.
TAXIDERMISTS.
Reports received from 24 of the
licenced taxidermists show that they
have mounted the following speci
mens:
Deer, 1; deer heads, 505; raccoon,
15; fox, 31; gray squirrel, 33; £11sh,
310; deer feet, 8 sets; hear, 47; bea
ver, 1; lynx, 6; weasel, 2; red fox,
4; otter, 3; muskrat, 22; mink, 6;
porcupine, 3; woodchuck, 1; rabbit,
1; wildcat, 10; miscellaneous birds,
321; red squirrel, 3; flying squirrel, 2;
deer skins, 36; deer horns, 2 parts;
bear skins, 7; bear heads, 6; bear
mats, 20.

We submit herewith detailed report
of the operation of the 11 fish hatch
eries and feeding stations for fish in
the state for the year 1915.
As will be noted by the following
reports of the superintendents of the
hatcheries, 5,738,760 fish were raised
at the hatcheries and planted in the
public waters of the state
during
the season just closed as follows:
Four million three hundred eightyeight thousand and forty square-tailed
trout, 1,392,220 landlocked salmon, 24,
R E P O R T S OF L IC E N S E E S
000 togue and 24,500 brown, trout.
Fifty-four thousand six hundred
GUIDES.
square-tailed trout and 330,500 land
Reports received from 1,506 of the
locked salmon are being wintered in
licensed guides show that they guid
the hatoheries to be planted as year
ed 69,763 days, during this time
lings and two-year olds next spring.
guiding 7,656 non-residents and 3,574
Two million four hundred and forty
residents., 1,758 of these being hunt
three thousand fish eggs have been ers.
taken, this season, as follows: One
They report that the parties they
million eight hundred thousand land
have guided killed 1,987 deer and 62
locked salmon eggs, 514,000 square bear.
tailed trout eggs, 85,000 togue eggs
The deer were killed in the follow
and 44,000 brown trout eggs.
ing counties:
Aroostook
county,,
As the supply of eggs secured this
326; Penobscot county, 299; Piscata
season will not be sufficient, we have quis county, 313; Somerset county,
purchased several millions of trout
465; Franklin county, 232;
Oxford
eggs from private hatcheries within
county, 175; Washington county, 110;
the state.
We have also made ap
Hancock county, 65; Cumberland
plication to the United States Fish
county, 1; York county, 1.
Commission, for a supply of land
Three hundred eighty-eight report
locked salmon, trout and togue eggs.
deer less plentiful than last year.
The U. S. government took 384,090
Three hundred fourteen report deer
landlocked salmon eggs in 1915 in
more plentiful than last year.
the Fish River waters; 200,000 of
Four hundred ninety-seven report
these eggs are to he retained at the
deer the same as last year. .
Caribou hatchery, the remainder to b
Five hundred twelve report part
taken to the government hatchery a
ridge less plentiful than last year.
Grand Lake, Washington county.
Three hundred sixty-three report
HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS.
partridge more plentiful than last
Reports received from 152 of the year.
licensed hunters and trappers show
Three hundred and twenty-six re
that the following fur-bearing ani port partridge the same as- last year.
mals were taken by virtue of their
Three hundred forty-seven, report
licenses:
Bear, 124; fox, 338; mink, moose less plentiful than last year.
522; skunk, 107; otter, 66; sable,
Two hundred twenty-four report
56; weasel, 1,189; muskrat, 1,206; moose more plentiful than last year.
raccoon, 19; wildcat, 38; fisher, mar
Two hundred ninety-nine report
ten or black cat, 45;
beaver, 143; moose the same as last year.

Where To Go In Maine
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

FISHING
AT

John Garville*s (Samps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,806 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
4illage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Ipecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

BILLY SOCLE’S NEW CAMPS
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

They report 421 deer killed when
with other guides.
They report nine bear killed when
with other guides.
They report 1,952 deer killed by
persons employing no guide.
One hundred eight-six report that
they did not. guide this season.
CAMP PROPRIETORS.
Reports received from 56 of the
licensed camp proprietors show that
they entertained 1,851 resident guests
and 4,534 non-resident guests, 832
of these being hunters.
Number of
deer consumed in these camps, 148.
Number of deer purchased for con
sumption at these camps, 24.
DEALERS IN THE SKINS OF THE
FUR-BEARING ANIMALS.
Reports received from 87 of the
licensed dealers in the skins of the
fur-bearing animals lvow they pur
chased the following skins by virtue
of their licenses:
Bear skins, 85; Canada lynx skins,
5; bob cat skins, 146; fox skins, 2,973; mink skins, 1,377; marten, fisiier or black cat skins, 22; sable skins
6; weasel skins, 801; ermine skins,
191; muskrat skins, 15,648;
otter
skins, 61; raccoon skins, 1,127; skunk
skins, 3,642; beaver skins, 13; house
cat skins, 17.
G A M E S H IP M E N T S , 1915.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COM
PANY.
Deer shipped,
2,347
Bears shipped,
78
This company also states that their
agents report the
following game
killed and not shipped:
Bears killed and not shipped,
87
Deer killed and not shipped, 1,724
SANDY RIVER AND
RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD.
Deer shipped,
317
Bears shipped,
5
Deer killed and not shipped,
122
Bears killed and not shipped,
8
BANGOR AND AROOSTOOK RAIL
ROAD.
Deer shipped,
2,596
Bears shipped,
41
Total number of deer reported
killed and shipped,
5,260
Total number of deer reported
killed and not shipped,
1,846
Total number of bears reported
killed and shipped
124
Total number of bears reported
killed and not shipped
95
Financial
S tatem ent December 31,
1915, fo r the Y e a r 1915, Fish and
Game Departm ent.

■Appropriation for fish and
game,
$75,000.00
Received froqj Mrs. Burnham
for rent of camp,
60.00
Received from sale of old
wagon, Camden hatchery,
10.00
Received from sale of skins, C.
L. Harnden,
64.00
Received from R. C. Jackson,
difference between advance
and amount of express,
7.35

LAKEWOOD GAMPS,
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
In one o f the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley R egion. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to

CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Gamps,
Middledam, Me.
V IA RUMFORO FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam. Maine.
DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’-s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

PACKARD S GAMPS

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Rangeley Lakes
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
Rangeley,
Maine
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
Maine.
ridge and duck hunting.
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
R ound Mountain. Maine

...............- ____ ___________

RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to
anyone looking for good fishing and
rest. Write for booklet and references to
HEMON B L A C K W E L L.
Dallas, Maine
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
. I CAPT. F. C. B A RKER. Bemis. Maine.

PAYMENTS IN 1915.
Commissioners’ expenses, $
351.20
Clerk's expenses,
14.81
Clerk hire,
2,144.50
Telephone and Telegraph,
268.20
Postage,
700.94
Stationery printing and bind
ing,
1,565.60
Office supplies,
37.95
Express and freight,
37.44
Miscellaneous,
24.50
Warden service,
26,301.51
Wardens’ expenses,
7,679.30
Boats and wardens’ outfit,
58.75
Mounting and State exhibits, 10,000.9
State camps,
40?0(
Licenses refunded,
62.70
Costs' and. legal expenses.
62.81
Auburn hatchery,
2,543.34
Belgrade hatchery,
1,824.00
Caribou hatchery,
3,333.70
Enfield hatchery,
:
1,811.20
Moosehead hatchery,
1,977.50
Moxie hatchery,
2,710.00
Monmouth hatchery,
1,866.20
Oquossoc hatchery,
2,989.90
Sehago hatchery,
2,842.71
Knox county hatchery,
1,888.01
Dead River hatchery,
316.70
Tunk Pond hatchery,
3,074.81
Gen’i. Supt. o f hatcheries’
salary,
900.00
Gen’l. Supt. of hatcheries’ ex
penses,
662.5;
Posting and publishing notices, 63.2’
Balance to pay 1915 hills until
July 1, 1916,
6,686.71
$75,141.
S U B S C R IB E N O W FOR M A IN E
W O O DS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
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Jan. 24.
Cm January 15th. occurred the inDriver Should Remember There st aRation of officers of C-besterville
Grange, No. 20, the work being done
is More Than One Way of
by Mr. Crafts- of North- Jay. He was
Starting It.
ably assisted by Mr. ninid Mrs. E. w.
Rollins, J. /E. Coll inis and Marguerite
Comeau.
After the work a boum-tiHERE IS A CASE IN POINT ful
is-upper was served in the dining
room dm change of the Grace®, Mrs,
Veteran Motorist Tells of Personal Ex. Ella Brown, Mrs. William® and Mrs.
Gladys Williams.
perience, and His Story May Be
Louis Wright, who is attending
of Value to Others Caught
Farmington High, was home last Week
in the Same Pre
dicament.
ill with the grip.
Mrs. Robert Binkham visited rela
As in all other spheres, there are tives in Farmiington a few days last
many “ tricks of the trade” in automo
week.
bile touring. Veteran drivers have
Tihe Ladies’ Urn,lorn Stewing Circle
learned these either through experi
ence or from kindly advice, while the served a baked bean and- pastry sup
comparatively new car owners must per last -Saturday evening at the
find them out in the natural run of scliooUihioiuse ball to 75 people. After
events.
supp-eir, gnaphophqme music, pantom.
One of the valuable tips in automo- dmesi and fortune telling, bran pie
biling is how to start a car when the and hicmuema-cle c-andies to sell-, comprescribed methods fail. It is not such
pleted the evening.
The sewing
an infrequent occurrence, even at this
circle
realized
$10.12
for
their even
advanced stage of car development, for
a machine to refuse to answer to the ing's work.
regular ways of turning the engine
Mrs. Ellen Lovejcy i-s ill with the
over. Here is a case in question as grip.
* *
told by a veteran motorist:
Your correspondent sees by tihe
“ Driving along a country road the
other day, and far from the nearest new telephone ddrectories that sev
garage, another car was encountered eral new families' have moved from
We are
with a very discouraged motorist Phillips into East Madrid.
standing beside his machine. He in so pleased to -see that the pla-ce is
formed us that his electric starting ap booming with a lawyer, doctor and a
paratus refused to \jjork, and also that drug store.
his detachable starting crank was not
Rev. Mr. William® delivered a fine
to be found.
sermon
last Sunday.
W e are glad
“ The manner of getting him going
again and his predicament are object to see the family out again after
lessons not only in taking proper care their quarantine.
of the storage battery so that such
Frank Morrison, who has been
failure will not result—for the battery pressing hay in Weld, returned- home
should not give out in this way if last Friday.
taken care of—but also in always mak
Tihe town of Glnesterviilile met with
ing sure that the detachable crank is
included in the car’s equipment for use a great loss Last Friday, when thAr
new schoalhouse and hall- combined,
in just such emergencies.
“ There were two ways of starting were cleaned out by fire.
School
this car under the circumstances, and was d-n session and through the pres
the simplest was chosen. Attaching ence of mind of the teacher, she
a tow rope to one of the spring horns marched her scholars out a few mo
of the stalled car’s frame and then to
ments before the floor fell in.
The
the rear of our car, the other machine
fire
-caught
in
the
basement
around
was towed for perhaps 440 feet.
“ This made a driving connection be the furnace, and it was in this room
tween the rear wheels and the engine, that the Ladd-es’ Aid Society had all
and it soon started under its own their belongings. Second floor was
power. Then the clutch was disen the schoolroom, the third floor an
gaged, tdw rope removed and the mo attractive hall with all the fixings,
torist was very positive that he would piano, etc.
W e understand all they
not stop his engine again until a bat saved was two chairs and two books.
tery station was reached.
“ Of course, this car could have been
started by packing up one of the rear
MADRID
wheels and turning it by hand with
clutch engaged and high gear shifted
in. In doing this the spark should be
Jan. 24.
retarded and only a small throttle
d iaries McKinney cut lumber for
opening permitted. Before removing
the jack it must not be forgotten that A. L. Huntington, Monday, the 24th
A few neighbors met at the hoaue
the gears should be shifted to neutral
again.
of James and Lydia Dunham Saturday
“ Perhaps the easiest way to start a -evening fer a sing, Gertrude Dun-liam
stalled car under such circumstances organist, and J. C. Wells violinist. Re
is to get it started down hill with freshments of aipptes, candy, cake,
clutch engaged and third speed in, but
cookie® and pie were served. A very
hills are not always so handy.”
good time was enjoyed by all. The
next sing will be at the 'home of Guy
THROW LIGHT WHERE NEEDED Currier Saturday evening, January 29.
A1J are cordially invited.
Autom atic Control of Lamps One of
J. C. Wells and Bert Kinney have
the Most Valuable of the Re
cent Inventions.
hanled the sawdust for their ice from
Hutchins’ mill.
In turning corners at night the
Gertrude Dunham was thfe guest of
motorist often is lost and runs
A-rldne
Dunham Saturday and Sunday.
chances of crashing into anothei
Mrs. Fred Hathaway is on the sick
motorist or anything else that may be
list.
Edwin Tyler and wife were present
at the meeting at Reed’’s Mill the
24th and dined with their son and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Eimon Tyler.

O

n l y a m a n in a

forest green.
O n ly a matek that
was dropped unseen.
O nly a fl a me - some
leaves and wood.
And only a waste where
the forest stood.

moving along the road or be stationed
at the corner. A Mississippi inventor
has overcome this trouble to a large
degree by a patent automatic head
light control, as shown here. In com
bination with the connecting rod of
the steering knuckles there is this
automatic head-lamp-controlling mech
anism, with the pair of vertical
lamp shafts on which the head lamps
are mounted to turn with them.
There are countershafts parallel tc
the lamp shafts, geared thereto to
turn in the opposite direction. Ex
«jro*0t
FiUTt
tension shafts are adapted to fasten
either to the lamp shafts or counter
shafts and provided with operating
M r. Smith Protests.
means and arms connecting the steer
“Looky here!” snarled Grout P*
ing knuckles.
Smith, addressing the village bore.
“Why the deuce do you keep saying,
‘You know,’ when you are talking to
The Long T ra il.
me? Dad-burn it, of course I know!
The search for the elixir of life and
In addition to what I wilfully and ma
the philosopher’s stone has oeen aban
liciously know on my own hook, I
doned, but the hunt for some kind ol
know thousands of things not worth
tax that will arouse no objection con knowing, that people have insisted on
tinues.—Washington Star.
telling m e!”—Kansas City Star.
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day last Thursday, January 20th. He
was generously
remembered with,
cards and other gdft©.
Many of Iris
friend© called on. him and helped, pass
the day pleasantly for him.
D. E. Leighton went to Portland
Tuesday to spend a few1 day© on a
business trip.
His store is in charge
ot his sen, Maurice
Leighton and
George Burns:.
Several sliding parties have en
joyed the sliding cat the Hutchins
HiH the past week.
Tire toothpick mill started again
Monday morning after a week’s shutd wn on account of not getting the
lumber as fast as was needed. Dur
ing tiie week Superintendent Mason
had a new blower installed to take
care of the fine dust.
Mr. Masoai i®
always1 alert to any chance c f im
proving hi®
already
wonderfully
equipped mill.
Mrs. F. W. Look, who has been
very ill the past week, suffering from
grip and bronchitis, is slowly im
proving her friends are glad to know.
Mrs. Susie Gabriel is working for
her.
Mis© Alice Hunter, who is teaching
at Jay spent the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Hunter.
Rev. John Dunstan preached an excelllent sermon last Sunday morning
and also gave an interesting talk Sun
day evening on ‘‘Hymn© and Hymn
writers.”

9

Miiss Mairion Sargent is the guest of family and many friends.
Mrs. Will1Gates for a few days.
Friday evening lie attended
the,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin, Hood were Princes® Theatre, and afterwards, the
visitors at W. W. Mitchell’© last Sun installation of officer® of Starr King
day.
Chapter cf the Eastern Star. While,
Bad blood, —that is, blood that is
at the chapter house he suffered a impure or impoverished, th in ‘ and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willi
Gate®'
were
call
Oldest Resident of Strong Passes
stroke of paralysi® and was taken pale,—is responsible for more ail
ers at Fred Weills’ a few diayis ago.
His 89th Birthday January 20
Mrs. Will Gates
Received word to hi® home 101 Maple-street. Fie was ments than anything else.
It affects every organ and function.
last week of tine serious illness of conscious until Friday evening wlieai
In some cases it causes catarrh; in
he
suffered
a
second
stroke.
He
lived
her
aunt,
Mrs..
Cynthia
Partridge
Rob
(Special Correspondence.)
inson Gif Springfield, Mass.
She iis until Sunday morning when he passed others, dyspepsia; in others, rheuma
Strong, January 25.—Albert Good
tism; and in still others, weak, tired,
oared for by her daughter, Mrsi. Bes away surrounded by his family.
win of New York is in town visiting
languid feelings and worse troubles.
Mr. Bartlett was fifty-nine years- of
sie Flint.
Mrs. Robinson, is the cnly
I t is responsible for run-down
rslative® and friends. Mr. Goodwin l®
He conditions, and is the most common
lavmig daughter of tli-e large family ot' age at the time of hi® death.
ai, officer o-i a New York boat.
Mr. and Mins. Daniel and Mary was borai at Bethel, Me., April 30, cause of disease.
' The supper which was given by the
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the greatest
(PLaisted) Partridge late of Farming- 1856-, the sen cf Elias and Hester
members of the High school at Bates'
purifier and enricher of the blood the
(Bartlett)
Bartlett.
He
was
educat
ton
and
a
sis,ter
of
Ohiarle©
Partridge
hall Saturday evening wias a success
world has ever known. I t has been,
who stili lives in Farmington on the ed at Gould’s Academy and came to wonderfully successful in removing
fliemdaiily.
Much credit is
due
old Voter homestead and is the only Berlin in 1874, entering the employ of scrofula and other humors, increasing
Principal Pottle and Miss Flint for
son
living.
Will Wood, Mrs. Robin- tiie Berlin Mill's with Which he has the red-blood corpuscles, and building
the success of the arrangements cf
sen’s only ©on by a former marriage ever since been identified, at the up the whole system. Get it today.
the supiper.
and wbo was so seriously injured in time of lid® death, and for many years
Fred Dodge spent Sunday with hi©
jumping
from a burning hotel in before, holding the responsible and ex
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Day.’’
The service® were solemn
Philadelphia
not long ago has so far acting position of Superintendent.
Dodge.
and impressive and tine floral offer
He married Miss Velzora M. Brown
recovered as to be able to be with ha
The friends of Mrs. Anna Bangs
ings surpassed in profusion and beau
mother for a time.
Mrs. Robinson is of Bethel and the union was blessed
will be sorry to know she ha® been
ty anything ever seen here before.
an own cousin of Ohias. N. Plaitsted by three children, Leon O., who is
ill the past few weeks.
The casket wa® completeilly covered
cf Phillips and Daniel
Plaiisted of in the employ of the Berlin Mills
Fred I-ook was in New1 Vineyard
with beautiful floral designs. In front
Salem, Maine, She lived in Farming- Company, Harry E. and Nellie, Mrs.
Sunday, called there by the illlnes® of
of the chancel the whole1 space was
James
Taylor
of
Lysteir,
P.
Q.,
who
ton for a number of years after Mr.
Ms mother, Mrs. Warren Look, who
filled in with a solid hank of flow
Wood died, moving baick to Massa survive him, a® also five grandchild
is suffering from grip.
ers,, one si’de was a tree which was
ren and one brother, Zena© W. Bart
chusetts only a few years ago.
Charles Richards spent Sunday with
decorated with white silk ribbon in
Mir. and Mrs. Carroll Brackley, Le- lett and one sister, Mrs. C. M. Kim
his family here.
terwoven with beautiful flowers, this
land
and Charles Peary went to Mt. ball, both residents of Bethel, Me.
Miss Lena Moore is gaining front
was from the employes of the Berlin
Vernon last Sunday to attend the fun
In politics Mr. Bartlett was a Mills Co. and was the work cf Mr.
her recent attack of the grip.
oral of their little niece, the seven- staunch Republican', and as such, was
Many in town are suffering from
The®. Gill of Smith Greenhouse and
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. chosen for nearly every office with
pinkeye the past few weeks.
was the most beautiful floral effect
Friend® of Charles E. Dyer are glad Fred Foss, Who passed, away last Fri in the gift of this fellow citizens, a- ever seen in, this section. The other
P. W- Mason was in Portland last
to know he is able to be out again day after a short illness cf pneu mong which may be mentioned, Se tributes mutely spoke the pathos of a
week on a business trip.
monia.
lectman, when Berlin was a town, p-arting word and were from the
A. D. Brackley, who is spending after ha® recent illness from grip.
serving cue term: as, chairman of the friend© and associate,s of the deceased.
John Love joy ha©1 returned
from
the winter with his niece, Mrs. C.
board,
tax collector, an office which
V. Starbird, bad the misfortune to Farmington, where he has been work
EUSTIS
he
filled
to the eminent satisfaction
ing
the
past
fiew
weeks.
cut hds foot quite badly one day last
of the municipality; fifteen year©
Frank L. Dyer is having lids house
week.
He ha® been confined to the
TAYLOR HILL
service cn the Board of Education of
Jan. 24.
louse and obliged to use a crutch.. wired for electric lights. Mr. Small
The recent rain has made the which he was a member at the time
and Mr. Nickerson of Farmington
He is however, improving slowly.
Jan. 24.
of his death, and, in thi© connection
streets
very icy.
Niel Luce ha© been busy the past are doing the work.
Mrs.
Frank
McLain
of
Stratton
I®
Merrit Gould has got through, driv it may be mentioned that he is to he
The Epworth, League will held its
few days, sawing wood with has gas
visiting her sister, Mrs. Henry Ramscredited
With
the
development
of
ing
Che
stage
and
has
gone
to
Bige
monthly business meeting with Mrs.
oline engine.
He has rented a house Berlin,’® school system from the f1ell, and also her aunt, Mrs. Addle
Mis® Verlena Winslow, who ha® Herbert Cook, Wednesday^ evening, low to work.
there
and
will
live
there this Winter. ‘ ‘district school” of other days to the Vaughan.
been ill the past week, is somewhat February 2nd.
L. Smith1 and sen, Earl1 were call
Mr®.
Floyd
Stubbs
of Dixfi eld is present degree cf perfection. He was
An informal social will be (held in
improved.
staying at Mrs. E. A. Gordon’s where also Justice of the Municipal Court, ers at their cottage at Porter lake
Bell’®
hull
Tuesday
evening,
Febru
Mrs. Walter Bradford is at Far
a position Which he filled, to the sat Sunday.
mington for a few weeks, where she ary 1st, under the auspice® of the her husband' board®.
Mrs. Alvin Carver i© taking Miss isfaction of tiie law abiding element,
Frank Greemleaf was a caller at
Epworth
League.
No
admission,
fee
is employed in the office cf C. O.
will be charged and a goed time is Ham:’® place keeping school until She and those whoi appeared before him S D. Fuller’si, Sunday.
Sturdevent.
cnarged with offending against the
is able to teach.
We are gllad to know that Mrs. Net
Mrs. Edgar MePfhail and Miss promised to all Who attend.
Martin O. Neil ha® finished work law never complained of undue sever tie Fuller's hand i® so that ©lie can
Wilma Dodge were In Farmington on
Two use it now.
ing for Frank Cox and has gone to ity or prejudice on hi® part.
business last Thursday.
years he filled the office of Mayor,
Alder
stream
to
work.
TORY
HILL
Elias Porter, who is the oddest
Earl Ramsdell lias been very sick
Limwood Foster has returned to giving to the duties of that offffica
man in town, passed his 89th birth*&
the past week, hut i® a little better
the care, intelligence and energy that
hi© home in Strong.
at thi© writing.
Jan. 25.
Mi®s Rosamond Cox is visiting characterized his life in matters pub
Miss
Piatia
Moores
has
gone
to
Mrs. Vesta Toothaker will work In
OUR J IT N E Y O F F E R — T h is and 5<*.
lic and, private.
Mrs. Mark Daggett.
the
pick mill when it starts for the
DON’T MLSiS THIS.
Cut out this Strong to work for a few weeks.
Miss Alma White i® working for J.
He was a member of the Masonic
winter run.
#Hp, enclose with five cents to Foley
D. Mallonee on Eustis Ridge.
Order, a Knight Templar, Knights cf
& Co., Chicago, 111.,
writing your
Convalescence after pneumonia, ty
Peter Nedeau is hauling lots of Pythias, Eastern Star, Order of the
name and address clearly.
You will phoid fewer and the grip, is some poplar from hi© land on the Ridge and Mystic Shrine, an Odd 'Fellow and a
SALEM
receive in return a trial package con times merely apparent, not real. To landing it on the river.
member of the Order of Elks, alt of
taining Foley’s Honey and Tar Com make it real and rapid, there is no
C. E. Leavitt is driving the stage.
which orders attended the funeral
Jan. 25.
pound, for coughs, colds and croup,, other tonic so highly to be recom
ceremonies in their organized capac
Mis©
Eva
Colins
was
home
from
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathar mended as Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Thou
ities, as also did the Mayor and City
K-'ngfield over Sunday.
WEST NEW VINEYARD
sands so testify.
Take Hood’s. >.
tic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.
Council.
Misses Ola Hayford and Angie
In religious affiliation he wa® an
Lovejoy aire working in Kingfield.
Jain. 24.
attendant of the
Congregational
o n
Harry Dunham and Frank Reed
Tile farmers have nearly all harv church.
are working in, the mill at Kingfiield.
ested their year’s supply of ice.
The pall bearers were:
W. E.
G. E. Willis recently purchased a
Mrs. George White, who lias been Churchill, F. E. Bailey, E. E. Pierce,
horse of parties in Jay.
at Readfield the past week on busin D F. Stafford, C. S. Clarke, J. B.
Gecrge Will® and Benj. Preston
Noyes.
ess, returned Jiome Sunday.
are cutting birch for Fried Sioule.
Leoai, youngest child cf Mrs. G.
At the time of his ' sleszure Mr.
Ira Adley andi son are doing quite: a
FI White, as suffering from, bron Bartlett’s family were all ins Berlin
business cutting birch, and long lum
chitis.
He is attended by Dr. Bell except Mrs. Taylor, who wais immed
ber.
of Strong.
iately summoned.
She came at cnce
L. H. Reed and son are hauling
Arthur Merrill is hauling wood but Mr. Bartlett wra© not able to repulp,wood
lumber to the station for
The
for F. C. Luce of New Vineyard vil ognize her and; pasised away without
shipment.
exchanging farewells with any of the
lage.
*' Historian
Fred Soule is cutting and hauling
Shirley Raimsdell is lumbering this near and dear ones who were ,at hi®
birch.
He1 ha® engaged several lots
of the
bedside.
winter on bis home farm.
whiilcih will be hauled to 'his mill.
J. F. Siavaige’s children have near
In recognition of hi® public service©
The Women’s Missionary Society
Household
ly all been, sick with the grip, but and hi© eminent worth a© ja citizen met with Mrs. W. S. Lovejoy Thurs
the entire plant of the Berlin Mills day afternoon.
are much better at this writing.
Will Savage, who has been work Co. was closed and hi© eminent worth, At a meeting of the Now and Then
ing for Frank Roberts this winter as a citizen the flag at the City Hall1
club Tuesday afternoon they elected
■returned to hi© home in Lowell', was lowered to half mast and school© the following officers, for the en
store® and busdnes® place® were clos suing year:
Mass., this, week.
President, Lulie M.
ed at the hour o f the fqnerai).
Heath;
Secretary, Mrs1.
Blanche
O B IT U A R Y .
The funeral wa® held from the Con Mayo;
Treasurer,
Mrs.
Deborah
gregational church Wednesday after
Whitney.
noon at 1.30 Hindi the church and vest
F R E M 0 N T DAYTO N B A R T L E T T
Mrs. E. M. Doibiier,, one of our old-*
ry of the large edifice, were filled to est (residents', died Friday at the
By the death of Mr. Fremont Day- capacity and over one hundred were! home of her son, A. E. Dolbieir. The
Rev. W. funeral wa® held at the home with
ton Bartlett liapt Sunday Berlin loses unable to gain admittance.
a citizen long identified with the Mooire, pastor of the church, officiat Rev. A. G. Murray of KingfieJd, and
industrial, enterprise® of the city and ed and piaid a , eautiful tribute to the Rev. Arthur Woodcock officiating.
a factor in the promotion cf its civic memory of the deceased. Mrs. Leav
itt of Gonhaani presided at the organ, *U S B C R IB E
welfare.
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
While Mr. Bartlett has been in fail and Mrs. Maude, Clarke Barney and
W OODS A N D
R EA D A L L
' Such a pictorial record of the year tells the v hole story
ing health for some time', he was Mrs, Harry Wheeler sang ‘‘Perfect
T H E O U T IN G N E W S ,
able, to attend regularly to business',
accurately, conveniently and is a pleasure in the keeping.
ard his death came as a shock to hds
MH O W TO C U R E CO LDS

SUPPER WAS
A SUCCESS

PURE RICH BLOOD
PREVENTS DISEASE

Keep a Photographic Diary

with an Autographic Kodak

The Kodak to tell the story and the Kodak album to
keep it are featured in our photographic department.
Let us show you.

F L O Y D E. P A R K E R ,
NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK,

SUNDAY HOURS: II A. M, to 12 M.

PHILLIPS, MAINE

5 P. M. to

6

P. M. '

THE STORE WHERE YOUR TRADE IS APPRECIATED.

COLD

W EATHER
ACHES
P A IN S .

AND

Many aches and pains, sore musc
les, stiff joints and much rheumatism
attributed to cold weather have their
first cause in failure of the kidneys
to properly eliminate waste matter
from the system.
Foley Kidney Pill
tone up weak and diseased kidneys,
giving prompt relief from aches and
pain©,.
Floyd E. Parker.

SPECIAL SALE

Avoid exposure and drafts.
Eat
right.
Take Dr. King’s New Discov
FOR ONE WEEK
ery.
It is prepared from Pine Ta.r,
healing balsams and mild laxatives.
D- King’© New Discovery kills and 6 Cakes Palmolive Soap
expels the cold germs, soothes the 1 50c box Palmolive Fhce Powder
irritated throat and allays inflam
fo r 5 9 cen ts
mation.
Search as ycu will, you ca
not find a better cough and cold
E. H. WHITNEY,
remedy. Its use over 45 years is a
Philhps,
Maine
guarantee of sati©faction.

MAIjNE

12

W OO DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , J A N U A R Y 27, 1916.

As Miles is a fellow who doesn’t sending it to some fur dealer to see
ed in this vicinity at various times playing the Kingfield town team, also
If so he
let much game get by, thought that a if the fur can be used.
during the past ten years where he on the same night at French hall.
Chiais. Leemian has been, putting In shot from his 32-40 -would add an owl is contemplating starting a rat farm.
He was a
Plenty of It Has Been Done Right worked as a woodsman..
Only last summer he started jn
shoemaker by trade.
He is survived some new1 fixtures in Eldridge’s ator to hi® day’s game bag, and besides
Here In Phillips.
it would make a fine specimen to raising wild ducks but they flew aby a sister, Mrs. Clara Bernier of during the last week.
Miss Esther Savage has been sick place in his den with the other bards way with has business, but with furs
To thoroughly know the virtues of Lewiston and a brother who lives in
Whitman,
Mass.
The
remains
were
with
grip but is able to be at school and animals lids friends have given coming in style and prices way up
a medicine you must investigate its
He crept quite close and a he looks for this business to bring
Mrs- Kate Porter has been him.
work.
Doan’s Kidney Pills stand taken, to Lewiston Monday by his again.
couple
of
shots were fired, the owl success.
brother-in-law,
and
the
funeral
ser
confined to the house with, grip since
this test, and plenty of proof exists
Marie Merchant was out still sat there.
right here in Phillips.
People wilio vices were held at St. Peter’s church Tuesday.
As it was quite early in the morn
of school1 with grip all of last week.
testified years ago to relief from Wednesday morning.
INDUSTRY
backache, kidney and urinary disord
The Kingfield High school, are to Others who have been- afflicted with ing and not very light he crept a
ers, now give confirmed testimony
publish a small paper, “ The Arena,” grip are Mrs.. W. S1. Safiford, Frank little closer and a few more shots
As he was about to fire
declare the results have lasted. How to be issued once a week. The first Landers, son. of O. I. Landers, Ralph were fired.
Jam'. 24.
can any Phillips sufferer longer doubti copy will be out Friday, January 28, Eaton, Mrs. Polly Porter, Mrs. Fran his last shot he discovered that what
Mrs. Sarah RacMIiffe, an aged res
the evidnece?
and after that Wednesdays of each ces Pillsbury, Mrs. J. L. CarvlKle. C. he thought was an owl was nothing ident of Industry, suffered a shock
■H. H. Vining, farmer, Pleasant week.
In order to give the higher B. Hutchins and family were sick more than a piece of wood on the Monday, the 17fch.
She does not
St., Phillips, says:
‘‘I got Doan’s classes some practical experience in with grip last week but are now bet roof of the hotel which somewhat re gain as much as was expect,ed«.
Kidney Pills at Preble’s drug store, newspaper work it is proposed to ter and Mr. Hutchdns is back in sembled an owl.
Leonard Chapman has been Hi
Rockland has got some great nim- with grip.
Beulah, little daugh
when suffering from kidney trouble cover the field of local news and lit Winter’s store.
We heard of a new one add
Mrs. rods.
and they cured me in a slhont time. erary work.
Tlhie editorial staff ap ter of Fred Blanchard: i® ill.
Miss Grace Smith was called home
1 hope that my statement will lead pointed Thursday of last week is: Blaine Atwood is ill with a stomach, ed to the list quite lately, he being freon Wilton by the Illness of her
Oaily a few
Mrs. Ohas. Chamberlain is an expert rat catcher.
other sufferers from kidney complain Editor-in-chief, Miss' Barbara Bensoni; trouble.
graaidmother, Mrs. RacMiffe.
nights ago he caught a coal black rat;
to try Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
Assistant editor, Miss Lou- Oarviile; gaining and able to sit up.
A Idem Collins is gaining fast from
Over three years later Mr. Vining Coming events, Mliss Thelma French;
Dr. J. E. Gartlland has several pat it is about the size of the common his recent illness.
said:
‘‘I haven’t had occasion to Lodge news, I. O. O. F., and Rebek- ients at West New Portland:
John wharf rat and resembles it in every
use Doan’s Kidney Pills since giving ahs, Miss Esther Savage; Knights of Dunlap and Dr. H. S. Spear who are way except the fur is finer and a
W henever you w rite to one of our
He is thinking of
my former endorsement, so I con Pythias and Pythian Sisters, Mies very sick with pneumonia;
Calvin shiney black.
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Eva Thomas; Masons and Eastern Hoyt who i® sick with congestion, of
sider the cure permanent.”
M aine Woods.
It is important to
Price 50^, at all dealers.
Don’t Star, Miss Apphtia Stanley; Chamber lungs; Mrs. Olive Da vis and Mrs.
N O T IC E .
you to do so; Im portant to us and
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get of Commerce, Miss Lou Carviilile; Otis Eatmes with, grip.
the
advertiser n atu rally wants t#
Doan’s Kidney Pills—'the same that Baptist church., Miss Clarice Wey
F. D. Hutchens who has been at
The subscriber hereby gives notice know w here you found his nakne.
cured Mr. Vining.
Foster-Milbum mouth; Universailfist church, Miss bonne with his father, F. B. Hutchins that he has been duly appointed ad
Emma Dolbier; Business Managers., for a week suffered an. acute attack ministrator of the estate of David
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ronald Stevens and Roland French. of appendicitis Friday forenoon and B
Abbott, late of Rangeley, in
The other members of the Senior was rushed at once to the Sisters’ the county of Franklin, deceas
and Junior classes are to look after hospital at Lewiston, for an operation. ed, and given bonds as the law
the general mew®.
His father accompanied him.
directs. All persons having demands
The operetta, '‘Cinderella In Flow
The Grammar school quintet played against the estate of said deceased
Phillips, Maine.
erland, by the Grammar and Inter their first game of basket ball Thurs are desired to present the same for
mediate schools wiili1 be given, at day evening, January 20, against the settlement, and all indebted thereto
M on u m en ts, H eadstones,
Grammar and Intermediate Grades French hall, Friday evening, Febru K II, S. team. The score was 23 to are requested to make payment im
ary 4.
Tlie proceeds are to be 19 in favor of the Kingfiedd High' mediately.
T a b lets, M a n tle Shelves,
Will Give Operetta February 4
used for the benefit of the piano school.
It was an interesting game
Elmer E. Richards.
and
fund.
There will be a dance after and showed that the Grammar school September 15, 1914.
C
em
e
te
ry
W
o r k o f all Kinds
the program with, music by Peerless, has material out of whigh a good
(Special Correspondence.)
N
O
T
IC
E
.
Following are the cast of team will be evolved. The attendance
Kingfield, January 25.—A son was orchestra.
Prince, Doris Brown.; was good.
The lineup was.- K. H.
born to Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Dolbier, characters:
The subscriber hereby gives notice
Princess Daisy, Marie Merchant; Rob- S., Tufts; rf; Page, If; French, c;
Sunday, January 16.
P H IL L I P S
ME.
It was cold and windy Monday and hi Red, Georgie Winter; Godmother Stevens, rg; Oheckley iig. Grammar, that he has been duly appointed Ad
All orders by mail or in persoi
Blossoms: Holly L. Wilber, lg; Hamden, rg; McKern ministrator of the estate of Edwin,
continued cold during the night, the Wilma Woodard.
late
of
Rangeley promptly attended to.
thermometer registering 28 degrees hock? Pearl Beedy; Tiger Lily, Cora ney, c; Wilber, If; Huse, rf.
The A. Spencer,
below zero Tuesday morning. Tuesday Barden; Mignonette, Beatrice Hutch- Kingfield Grammar school expect to In the County of Franklin, deceased,
afternoon the weather moderated and ’ ns; Poppy, Hildred Thompson; Nar play the Farmington Grammar school. and given bonds as the law directs.
cissus, Bernice Horn; Sweet Pea, Es
there was a slight failili of snow.
Eugene E. Jenkins is a candidate AH persons having demands against
The following young people attend- ther Alward; Pansy, Sibyl Landers; for the Legislature cm the Republi the estate of said deceased are de
headquarters for everything
ed the Leap Year hall at North New Buttercup, Nyra Dolbier; Sweet Brier can ticket at the June Primaries. Hie sired to present the same for settle
Portland Friday evening, January 14 Erma Tufts; Daffodil, Annie Crocker; nee ds no commend ati on wi th King- ment, and al'l indebted thereto are
in the hardware line
Miss Laura Doflibier, Miss Thelma Lely Beil, Deilla. Moore; Violet, Laura field people.
He is the dlean of the requested to make payment immed
Waterhouse, Addison Williams, Uarl Corson; Bonny Bee., CarnoU Hosley; novelty wood manufacturers of the iately.
Lumbermen's and Blacksmith i
Atherton M. Ross.
Wmg, Llewellyn Dudley, Dale Potter, Butterflies, Crystal Hosley, Gladys town, and for thirty years has been
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,
Laurence Lander, Merle Dumber, Ros- Eldridge; Rain drops, Cleo Hewey, identified with, its industrial life and November 16, 1915.
Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport
coe Tufts, Harold Page, Mr. Strout, Wintie Lander, Harold Winter, Fred growth.
He is
a cordial, public
Thicmpsom, Floyd Ellis;
Sunbeams, spirited citizen who would represent
Mrs. Hanrtingtons.
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .
A Welcoming Committee and Look Christine Mitchell, Clara Batchelder, his town and county with credit.
Mu reeco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
out Committee for Grace Universalist Anna Taylor, Eleanor Wood. Rena
Mrs. Blanche Spinney of MooseAt a Probate Court held at Far
Saifford.
churc1' were appointed Sunday dur
head is visiting her mother. Mrs. Mag mington, in and few the County of Automobile Supplies, etc.
ing the session of the Sabbath: school
Weeiaffalott Whist club met at the gie McMullen,.
We buy for the lowest spot cash
Frankljn, on the .third Tuesday of Jan
T ’ne members of the former are Mrs. home of Mrs. George French Thurs
prices and give our customers the
uary, in the year of our Lord one
Augusta Parker, Mrs. Laura Stanley, day afternoon, for its. regular meeting.
benefit of the same.
thousand nine hundred and sixteen,,
Mrs. O. W. Simmons, Mrs. Mary E. Mrs. R. L. Kimball was substitute
the following matters having been
Small, Mrs. L. A. Norton, Mrs. F'lor- for Mrs. Chas. Chamberlain. All other
presented for the action thereupon
rie Simmon®, Mrs-. Herbert Walker, members were present.
0rangea.de
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
Mrs. Henry Lufkin.
Tine members o ar.l(j fancy cookies were served as
ordered:
That notice thereof
be
the Lookout committee are Mrs. Chas lunch.
given to all persons Interested, by
Chamberlain, Mrs. Raymond Phillip®,
Cecil French has- finished his work
Rockland, Me., Jan. 16, 1916.
causing a copy of this order to be
Mrs. A. C. Woodard, Mrs. Geo. with the General Electric Company To the Editor of Maine Woods:
published three weeks successively in
A L L K IN D S O F
French, Mrs. Polly French, Mrs. L. at Lynn, Mias®., and ccimes to Lew
A short time ago Wallace B. Miles tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
L. Mitchell, Mrs. Kate Porter, Mrs. iston soon to engage ini electrical1 en of Rockland, one of our dead shot lished at Phillips, in said Coun
I,. P. Hosley, Mrs. Nellie Vaughan.
gineering on his own account.
He nimrods, while on a hunting trip at ty, that they may appear at a ProThe newly elect officers of Gov. will have as a partner a friend and Mt. Desert Ferry, was quite surprised
bate Court to be held at said Far
King Lodge, I. O. O. PL, are P. G., employee cf the same company as one morning as he was on hi® way mington, on the third Tuesday of
O. I. Landers; N. G., Forest Cooley; himself at Lynn, Mass.
to the woods, to see an owl perched February, A. D., 1916, at ten o’clock
V. G., Frank Weymouth; Sec., Elmer
Preparations are being made for a high on top of the ‘‘Bluffs Hotel.”
Ir the forenoon, and be heard thereDavis; Treas., Harry Berry. These Leap Year Valentine Ball February
or if they see cause.
officers wiil-1 be installed Friday even 14, at French hall, under the manage
K E E P S O UR BO DIES W A R M .
Fred Morton, late of PluiLldps, de
ing, January 21 by D. D. G. M., Geo. ment of the teiacihens of the Stanley
ceased.
Petition for probate of will
Grover and D. D. M., Walter Tootliiak school building.
Pure, rich, red blood is a necessity and for admfimsfratiion with wiiKI an
er, both, of Phillips.
Thie refresh
Richard M. Porteus of Cambridge, in the production of animal; heat. It
Phillips,
Maine
nexed, presented by Ida M. Morton.
ment committee are Frank Hutchins, Mass., i® the guest of Ini® uncle, G. keep® our bodies warm,.
We
all
and
Nathan H. Ellis, late of Rangeley,
Ray FhdUiiips, Frank Weymouth.
R. Crocker for two months.
He Is know very weld that when, the arter deceased.
STRONG - MAINE.
Petition for probate of
Joseph Camipagne, wlho ha® been talking a vacation' on, account of lias ies that carry it to a limb are bound
will presented by Bertie E. Bills,,
working in the woods for Hutchline & health,.
or tied, the temperature of the limb executor named therein.
Potter was brought out Tuesday sick
There will be a double game of is immediately lowered.
Sarah G. GaLden,, late of Phillip®, de>with pneumonia and died Saturday basket bail Fridiay evening, January
There is a suggestion in this that, ceased.
First account of admdmistramorning ait tlhe home of Geo. Burke. 28, the K. H. S. quintet with the at this time of year especially, we
tion, al&o private account presented
He was a native of Lewiston, although North' Anson Academy boy® and the
should take Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
if by James Morrison, executor.
bom in Canada and had been employ- Kinigfield High school girl® with, tihe our blood is impure, impoverished or
Office over National Bank.
Julia M. Binkley, late of Weld, de
North Anson Academy girls.
There pale.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes the ceased. Second account of Josephine Phillips,
Maine
is talk of the North Anson town team blood good in quality and quantity. It Scamimon, admind stratrix.
Both ’ Phones
has an, unequaled record for radically
Mary L. Pihdilltips, late of Weld, de
Thousands of children suffer agonies
FOR R H E U M A T IS M
and permanently removing bflood dis ceased.
First and final account of
from worms and their children do not
eases, -scrofula, rheumatism and cat Fremont Seammon, executor.
know it. Familiar symptoms of worms
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in children are: Deranged stomach,
As soon as an attack of Rheumat arrh, and giving strength and tone to
Julia iM. Binkley, late o f Weld, de
swollen upper lip, sour ism begins apply Sloan’s Liniment. the whole system.
It is a scientific ceased.
Petition for distribution
stomach, offensive breath,
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of leaden tint, eyes heavy you need.
physicians.
Get it today.
The pain goes at once.
rid, deceased.
Petition for license
_ *and dull, twitching eyelids,
A grateful sufferer writes:—“ I was
to sell real estate presented by J.
Trade Mark itching of the nose, itching
of the rectum, short dry cough, grind suffering for three week® with Ghron
Blaine Morrison, administrator,
ing of the teeth, little red points stick ic Rheumatism, and Stiff Neck, al
William I. Sargent, late of Madrid,
ing out on tongue, starting during
though I tried many medicines, they
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the rectoFsTavorites, between the two
their duets. It was her part in one
of the latter she was humming now,
missing, as sh^ sang, the strong ac
companiment of Rev. Smith Boyd’s
mellow voice. She was more peace
ful this morning than she had been
for many days.
The butler came through the hall,
and Gail looked up with a suppressed
giggle as she saw him pass the door
She always had an absurd idea that
his hinges should be oiled.
“ Miss Gail is not at home, sir,” she
heard the butler say, and Gail paused
with a sheet of music suspended in
her hand, the whole expression of her
face changing. She had only given
instructions that one person should re
ceive that invariable message.
“I beg your pardon, sir!” was the next
observation Gail heard, in a tone of as
near startled remonstrance as was
possible to the butler’s wooden voice.
There was a sound almost as of a
scuffle, and then Allison, with his top
coat on his arm and his hat in his
hand, strode to the doorway of the
music room, followed immediately by
the butler, who looked as if his hair
had been peeled a little bit at the
edges. Allison had apparently brushed
roughly past him, and had disturbed
his equanimity for the balance of his
life.
Gail was on her feet almost instan
taneously with the apparition in the
doorway, and she still held the sheet
of music which she had been about to
deposit on one of the piles. Allison’s
eyes had a queer effect of being
sunken, and theie was a strange nerv
ous tension in him. Gail dismissed
the butler with a nod.
“ You were informed that I am not
at home,” she said.
“ I meant to see you,” he replied
with a certain determined insolence in
his tone which she could not escape.
There was a triumph In it, too, as if
his having swept the butler aside
were only a part of his imperious in
tention. “ I have some things to say
to you to which you must listen.”
“ You had better say them all, then,
because this is your last opportunity.”
she told him, pale with anger, and
with a quaver in her voice which she
would have given much to suppress.
He cast a lopk on her which blazed
He had not slept since he had seen

Chapter I—At a vestry meeting of
the Market Square church Gail Barrent listens to a discussion about
the sale of the church tenements to
Edvard E. Allison, local traction
king, and when asked her opinion of
the church by Rev. Smith Boyd, says
His apparently a lucrative business
enterprise.
Chapter II—Allison takes Gail rid
ing in his motor car.
When he sug
gests he is entitled to rest on the
liurels of his achievements, she asks
tje disturbing question:
“ W hy?”
Chapter III—Gail, returning to her
Uncle Jim’s home from her drive
with Allison, finds cold disapproval
lo the eyes of Rev. Smith Boyd, who
Is calling there.
Chapter IV—At a bobsled
party
Gail finds the world uncomfortably
fell of men, and Allison tell® Jim Sar
gent that hi® new ambition is
to
conquer the world.
Chapter V—'Allison starts a cam1paign for consolidation and control
of the entire transportation system
of the world.
CHARTER VI—Gail becomes popu
lar and Aunt Helen thinks it necesury to advise her as to matrimon
ial probabilities.
Chapter VII—Allison gains control
of transcontinental traffic and arttnges to absorb the Vedder court
tenement property of Market Square
church.
Chapter VIII—Oaii visits Vedder
court, and meeting Boyd there, tells
dm that the cathedral
Market
Square church proposes to build will
her last. He smiled, and the smile
be out of profits wrung from squal was a snarl, displaying his teeth.
or.
Something more than anger crept into
Chapter IX—-Gail becomes the cen Gail’s pallor.
ter of magnetic attraction for the ' “I have come to ask you again to
marry m e,' Gail. The matter is too
men of her aunt’s social set.
Chapter X—At a meeting of the vital to be let pass without the most
seven financial magnates of the coun serious effort of which I am capable.
try, Allison organizes the Internat I cannot do without you. I have a
need for you which is greater than
ional Transportation Company.
anything of which you could conceive.
Chapter XI—Rev. Smith Boyd tun- I come to you humbly, Gail, to ask
tertakes Gail’s spiritual instruction you to marry me.”
ad Gail unconsciously gives Allison
For just a moment his eyes had
1 hint that solves the'V edder court softened, and Gail felt a slight trace
of pity for him; but in the pity itself
■ofolejn for him.
Chapter XII—On an
inspection , there was revulsion.
trip in Allison’s new subway the tun- j “I cannot,” she told him.
“ You must!” he immediately re
lei caves in and imprisons the party joined. “As I would build up an em
»bo are rescued by Allison and Boyd pire to win you, I would destroy one
Chapter XIII—The newspaper ac to win you. You spoke last night of
counts of the accident in the sub what you called the cruelty and trick
fay place Gail in the spotlight and ery of the building up of my big trans
portation monopoly. If it is that which
drive her to her heme in tlhe west.
Chapter XTV—Dick
Rodley
is stands between us, It shall not do so
for a moment longer. Marry me, and
®nt to lure Gail and Arly back to
I will stop it just where it is. Why,
N'ev York, and succeeds.
I only built this for you, ,and if you
CHAPTER X V —In the m idst o f a s tru g - j don’t like it, I shall have nothing to
> with the d reg s o f h u m a n ity in V e d - j
do with it.” In that he lied, and con
r court R ev. B o y d Sm ith su dd en ly finds
he is a real liv in g —and l o v i n g sciously. He knew that the moment
nan.
he had made sure of her his ambition
to conquer would come uppermost
CHAPTER X V I —B o y d p rop o se s to G ail
™t, on the v e rg e o f a cce p ta n ce , sh e r e 
again, and that he would pursue his
members their re ligio u s d iffe re n ce s, and
dream of conquest with even more ar
refuses.
dor than before, because he had been
CHAPTER
X V I I —T h r o u g h
A llis o n ’ s
refreshed.
Wnnivance w ith the p o litica l b o ss V e d w court is co n d em n ed b y th e c ity as u n “That would make no difference, Mr.
ttnltary.
Allison,” she replied. “ I told you last
CHAPTER X V I I I —R e v . Sm ith B o y d
night that I would not marry you be
p®o*es to the v e stry to r e p la ce the old
cause I do not, and could not, love you.
-edder court b u ildin gs w ith m o d e l ten e
ments.
There does not need to be any other
reason.” There was in her an inexpli
CHAPTER X I X —A llison m a k e s
ar
rangements w ith fo r e ig n re p re se n ta tiv e s
cable tension, a reflex of his own, but,
or the con solid ation o f th e tra n sp o r ta though her face was still pale, she
non Interests o f th e w orld.
stood very calmly before him.
CHAPTER X X —T h e a r is to c r a tic V a n
The savageness which was in him,
noons negotiate fo r the h a n d o f G ail
* marriage to th eir son. A llison h a v in g ,
held too long in leash, sprang into his
•* he thinks, con q u ered the w orld , la y s It
face, his eyes, his lips, the set of his
Gail's feet.
jaws. He advanced a step towards
CHAPTER X X I —P a r t o f A llis o n ’ s g iher. His hands contracted.
l&ntic scheme i.» m ad e p u b lic.
H e has
the city con d em n V e d d e r cou rt.
G all
“I shall not again ask you to love
"nds that his sch em e w ill b a n k ru p t her
me,” he harshly stated; “but you must
uncle.
marry me. I have made* tip my mind
CHAPTER X X I I —A llison p ro p o se s to
to that.”
,
She refu ses him , but he d o e s n o t
"Impossible!” Angry now and con
•Wept it as final.
temptuous.
CHAPTER X X I I I —A llison d e term in es
"I’ll make you! There is no re
«> conquer G ail as his final triu m ph.
source I will not use. I’ll bankrupt
(Continued from last w eek.)
your family. I’ll wipe it off the earth.”
Gail’s nails were pressing in her
C H A P T E R X X IV .
palms. She felt that her lips were
cold. Her eyes were widening, as the
The Flutter of a Sheet of Music.
Gail, in a pretty little rose-colored horror of him began to grow on her.
ttorning robe, with soft frills of lac© He was glaring at her now, and there
Wound her white throat and at her wras no attempt to conceal the savage
elbows, sat on the floor of the cruelty on his face.
“ I’ll compromise you,” he went on.
music room amid a chaos of sheet muShe was humming a gay little “ I’ll connect your name with mine in
h°ng suggested by one of the titles such a way that marriage with me will
through which she had leafed, and was be your only resource. I’ll be an in
gradually sorting her music for the fluence you can’t escape. There will
yacht party; instrumental pieces here, not be a step you can take in which
Popular things th«re, another little pile you will not feel that I am the mas
old-fashioned glees which the as- ter of it. Marry you? I’ll have you
cabled crowd might sing, just here if it takes ten years! I’ll have no
•.little stack of her own solos, nearby other end In Ufe. I’ll put into that one
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purpose an tne strengtn and all the
will that I have put into the accom
plishment of everything which I have
done; and the longer you delay me
the sooner I’ll break you when I do
get you.”
Out of her very weakness had come
strength; out of her overwhelming hu
miliation had come pride, and though
the blood had left her face waxen and
cold, something within her discovered
a will which was as strong in resist
ance as his was in attack. She knew
it, and trembled in the knowledge
of it.
“ You can’t make me marry you,” she
said, with infinite scorn and contempt.
He clenched his fists and gritted his
teeth. Into his eyes there sprang a
blaze which she had never before seen,
but dimly, in the eyes of any man;
but she needed no experience to tell
her its despicable meaning. His lips,
Which had been snarling, suddenly
took a downward twitch, and were half
parted. His nostrils were distended,
and his blood, flooding into his face,
empurpled it.
“ Then I’ll have you anyhow!” he i
hoarsely told her, and, his arms tensed
and his head slightly lowered forward,
he made as if to advance toward her.
He saw in her frightened eyes that she
would scream, but he did not know
that at that moment she could not.
Her heart seemed to have lost its ac
tion, and she stood, trembling, faint,
in the midst of her strewn music, with
the sensation that the room was turn
ing dark.
The house was very quiet. Mrs. Sar
gent and Mrs. Davies were upstairs.
The servants were all in the rear of
the house, or below, or in the upper
rooms, at their morning work. He
turned swiftly and closed the door of
the music room, then he whirled again
towards her, with ferocity in his eyes.
He came slowly, every movement,of
him alive with ponderous strength. He
was a maniac. He was insane. He
was frenzied by one mad thought
which had swept out of his universe
every other consideration, and the glut
to kill was no more fearful than the
purpose which possessed him now.
Gail, standing slight, fragile, her
brown eyes staring, her brown hair
disheveled about her white brow, felt
every atom of strength leaving her, de
voured in the overwhelming might of
this monstrous creature. The sheet
of music, which she had been holding
all this time, dropped from her nerve
less fingers and fluttered to the floor!
That noise, slight as it was, served
to arrest the progress of the man for
just an instant. He was in no frame'
to reason, but some instinct urged him
to speed. He crouched slightly, as a
wild beast might But the flutter of
that sheet of music had done more
for Gail than it had for him. It had
loosed the paralysis which had held
her. had broken the fascination of hor
r o r with which she had been spell
bound. Just behind her was a low
French window which led to a small
side balcony. With one bound she
burst this open, she did not know how,
and leaped over the light balcony
rail, and ran across the lawn to the
rectory gate, up the steps and into the
side door, and into the study, where
Rev. Smith Boyd sat toiling over a
sermon.

surmised MrsT Davies. "In 'fact. "I “I have just Been Toeing all alone in
think it’s a good idea for all of us,” the world, on the most absolutely de
but the sunset was too potent to leave serted Island of which you can con
for a few moments, and she sat still. ceive. Arly, sit down. I want to tell
Where indeed was Gail? In her you something.”
beautiful little curly maple bed, and
The black hair and the brown, hair
digging two small fists into the maple- cuddled close together, while Gail, her
brown coverlet. The pallor of the tongue once loosened, poured out in a
morning had not yet left her face, and torrent all the pent-up misery which
there were circles around the brown had been accumulating within her for
eyes which gave them a wan pathos; the past tempestuous weeks; and
there was a crease of pain and worry, Arly, her eyes glistening with the ex
too, in the white brow.
citement of it all, kept her exclama
Gail had come to the greatest crisis tions of surprise and fright and indig
in her life. So far she had told no nation and horror, and everything
one of what had occurred that morn else, strictly to such low monosyl
ing. When she had rushed into the lables as would not impede the gasp
rector’s study he had sprung up, and, ing narration.
seeing the fright in her face and that
“I’d like to kill him!” said Arly, in a
she was tottering and ready to fall, he low voice of startling intensity, and
had caught her in his strong arms, and jumping to her feet she paced up
she had clung trustfully to him, half and down the confines of the little
faint, until wild sobs had come to her stateroom. Among all the other sur
relief. Even in her incoherence, how prises of recent events, there was none
ever, even in her wild disorder of emo more striking than this vast change in
tion, she realized that there was dan the usually cool and sarcastic Arly,
ger, not only to her but to everyone who had not, until her return from
she loved, in the man from whom she Gail’s home, permitted herself an emo
had run away; and she could not tell tion in two years. She came back to
the young rector any more than that the bed with a sudden swift knowledge
she had been frightened. It was strange that Gail had been dry-eyed all through
how instinctively she had headed for this recital, though her lips were quiv
Rev. Smith Boyd’s study; strange ering. She should have cried. In
then, but not now. In that moment of stead she was sitting straight up, star
flying straight to the protection of his ing at Arly with patient inquiry. She
arms, she knew something about her had told all her dilemma, and all her
self, and about Rev. Smith Boyd, too. grief, and all her fear; and now she
She knew why she had refused those I was waiting.
others who had wooed her; Willis
“ The only way in which that person
Cunningham and Houston Van Ploon can be prevented from attacking your
and Dick Rodley; poor Dick! and Al Uncle Jim, which would be his first
lison and all the others. She frankly step, is to attack him before he can
and complacently admitted to herself do anything,” said Arly, pacing up and
that she loved Rev. Smith Boyd, but down, her fingers clasped behind her
she put that additional worry into the slender back, her black brows knotted,
background. It could be fought out ' her graceful head bent toward the
later. She would have been very hap floor.
py about it if she had had time, al
“ He is too powerful,” protested Gall.
though she could see no end to that
“That makes him weak,” returned
situation but unhappiness.
I Arly quickly. “ In every great power
Where could she turn for advice, or there is one point of great weakness.
whom could she get to share in the Tell me again about this tremendously
burden which she felt must surely big world monopoly.”
crush her. There was no one. It
Patiently, and searching her mem
was a burden she must bear ory for details, Gall recited over again
alone, unless she could devise all which Allison had told her about
some plan of effective action, and the his wonderful plan of empire: and
sense of how far she had been respon
sible for this condition of affairs was even now, angry and humiliated and
one which oppressed her, and humbled terror-stricken as she was, Gail could
her, and deepened the circles about not repress a feeling of admiration for
the bigness of it. It was that which
her woe-smitten eyes.
' had impressed her in the beginning.
Gail took her fists from their pres
“ It’s wonderful,” commented Arly,
sure into the brown coverlet, and held
catching a trace of that spirit of the'
her temples between the finger tips
of either hand; and the brown hair, exultatioi which hangs upon the un
springing into wayward ringlets from folding of fairyland; and she began to
the salt breeze which blew in at the pace the floor again. “Why, Gail, it is
half-opened window, rippled down over the most colossal piece of thievery the
her slender hands, as if to soothe and world has ever known!” And she
comfort them. She had been wasting walked in silence for a time. “That is
the thing upon which we can attack
her time in introspection and selfanalysis when there was need for him. We are going to stop i t ”
Gail rose, too.
decisive action! Fortunately she had
“ How?” she asked.
“Arly, we
a respite until Monday morning. In
the past few days of huge commercial couldn’t, just we two girls!”
“Why not?” demanded Arly, stop
movements which so vitally interested
her, she had become acquainted with ping in front of her. “Any plan like
business methods, to a certain extent, that must be so full of criminal crook
and she knew that nothing could be edness that exposure alone is enough
done on Saturday afternoon or Sun to put an end to it.”
“ Exposure,”
faltered Gall, and
day; therefore Uncle Jim was safe for
two nights and a day. Then Allison struggled automatically with a lifewould deny the connection of her ; long principle. “ It was told to me in
Uncle Jim’s road with the A.-P., and confidence.”
the beginning of the destruction of
(To Be Continued)
the Sargent family would be thor
CH APTER XXV.
oughly accomplished! She had been
given a thorough grasp of how easily
Gail Breaks a Promise.
S IX -Y E A R -O L D H A D C R O U P
The Whitecap would have been un 'hat could be done. What could she
“ I have a little girl siix years old
der way except for the delay of the do tn two nights and a day? It was
gay little Mrs. Babbitt and her admir past her ingenuity to conceive. She who has a good deal of trouble with
ing husband, who sent word that they must have help!
croup,” writes W. E. Curry, Evans
But from whom could she receive it?
could not arrive until after dinner, so
ville,
Ind.
‘‘I have used Foley’s
the yacht, long and low and slender Tod Boyd? The same reason which Honey and Tar, obtaining instant re
made
her
think
of
him
first
made
her
and glistening white, lay in the middle
My wife and I also use
of the Hudson river, while her guests, swiftly place him last. Her Uncle lief for her.
Her Aunt it and will say it is the best cure
bundled warmly against the crisp Jim? Too hot-headed.
breeze, gathered in the forward shelter Grace? Too inexperienced. Her Aunt for a bad cold, cough, throat trouble
Too conventional.
Lucile, and croup that I ever sawr.” Floyd
deck and watched the beginnings of Helen?
Ted, Dick? She laughed. Arly?
the early sunset.
E. Parker.
There was a knock at the door, and
“I like Doctor Boyd in his yachting
cap,” commented Lucile, as that Arly herself appeared.
“ Selfish,” chided Arly. “W e’re all
young man joined them, with a happy
SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR MAINE
wanting
you.”
mother on his arm.
“
That’s
comforting,”
smiled
Gail.
“It takes away that deadly clerical
WOODS.
$1.50 A YEAR.
effect,” laughed Arly. “ His long coat
makes him look like the captain, and
he’s ever so much more handsome.”
“I don’t mind being the topic of dis
cussion so long as I’m present,” com
mented Rev. Smith Boyd, glancing
around the group as if in search of
someone.
“It rather restricts the conversa
tion,” Mrs. Helen Davies observed, at
the same time watching, with a smile,
the tableau of her sister Grace and
Jim Sargent. Gail and herself had
taken (jrace out shopping, and had
forced on her sedate taste a neat and
“fetching” yachting costume, from
flowing veiled cap to white shoes,
which had dropped about twenty years
from her usual appearance, and had
brought a renewed enthusiasm to the
eyes of her husband.
The cherub-cheeked Marion Ken
neth glanced wistfully over at the rail
where Dick Rodley, vying with the
sunset in splendor, stood chatting with
easy Ted Teasdale and the stiff Ger
ald Fosland.
“Where’s Gail?” demanded the
cherub-cheeked one.
“It’s time that young lady was up
on deck,” decided Arly, and rose.
“ She’s probably taking advantage of
the opportunity to dress for dinner,"
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Mrs. Dora Jones has returned from
Sixteen of the little friends of Eve
lyn Hood were invited to her home a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Leon.
last week, Tuesday, to help celebrate Bartlett in. Berlin., N. H.
The' Cushman soiltool in Avon closher eighth birthday, and it was a
merry time frcm 3 to 5 that the e i January 21 with' a coasting party
Homemade candy was
little folks passed, with games, a cu the. hill.
These not ab
peanut haunt, and refreshments of ice much, enjoyed by all'.
cream, and cake, candy and peanuts. sent for the winter term, Muriel
Those present were, Christine Wing, Toothaker, Iona Dera.ps, Miicah. Phil
Marjorie Whit ternere, Beatrice Beedy, lips; absent one-half day, Marguerite
Mildred McMullen, Florence Steward, Toothaker; absent cne day, Walter
Helen Leavitt, Esther Bates, Evelyn j Perry.
Pierce, Laura Pierce, Kenneth. Camp
Mis® Elizabeth. H. Norton finished
bell, Kenneth.
Mastermaai, Donald a successful year's teaching in Avon
Field, Everett Pillsbury, John Mc and returned to her home in _ Far
Kenzie, Leonard. Pratt and Malcolm mington, Saturday.
Haley.
Several pretty gifts, were
The school, in Dallas Plantation,
left as a reminder of the pleasant District No. 2, closed last week, Fri
event.
day, after an eight weeks’ term.
Mrs. C. F. Chandler j.s in Strong Three scholars, Gladys Moores, Er
this week caring for the house in the nest Moores and Fred Campbell were
absence of her son, Harry Chandler not absent during the term. George
and wife, who are visiting Mrs. Chan C. Norton has been the teacher.
ler’s sister, Mrs. C. H. Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Parker are mov
and fafnily in Auburn fer a few ing into the Dill hooise on Amble
day®.
street this week.
H. H. Field is in Boston this week
Cards, have been received, anncaincon a business trip.
ing the arrival of a little daughter
at the home of Dr. and Mrs. L. D.
Mitchell in Arkansas City, instead of
DOW*N ON H IS BACK
a sen, as reported last week. ■
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Landers of
“ About two years ago I got down on
my back,” writes Solomon Bequette, Strong were in town Wednesday visit
Flat River, Mo.
“ I got a 60^* box cf ing her father, Mr. Benjamin Butler
Foley Kidney Pills and they straight and brother, W. B. Butler and fam
Messrs. W. L. Butler and F.
ened me right up.
I
recommend ily.
them to all who have kidney trou W. Butler of Farmington drove to
ble.’’
Rheumatic acihes and pains, Phillips Wednesday.
Mildred McMullen, the little daugh
soreness and stiffness, sleep disturb
ing bladder trouble, yield quickly to ter of Mr. and Mrs, R. B. McMullen
Foley Kidney Pills.—Floyd E. Parker. is ill thi® week with bronchitis.
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Miss Edith Sargent, who has been
working for Mrs. H. B. Austin for a
week or so past will go to
Mrs.
David Morgan's where she will be
employed.
Tlie Ladies’ Social union will hold
its regular meeting at the Parish
House next Tuesday afternoon. Mrs.
N. H. Hamden. and Mrs. J. W. Brack
ett will be the hostesses..
Mr. Edward Greenwood has receiv
ed favorable reports' from his sister,
M;s® Lizzie Greenwood, who under
went a surgical operation, at the Hale
hospital in WaverMll, Mass,, last Mondy.
Miss Tressie Carroll and
little
Miss Dorothy Field paissed the week
end with Mis® 'Carroll’s relative® In
Salem.
The Christmas Present club- will; be
entertained in two weeks by Mrs.
C. E. Parker.
The Park Street Sewing club which
held meetings two years ago has
been re-organized and met for their
first meeting this year with Mrs.. W.
V, Lanrabee last week on Tuesday
afternoon with the fallowing mem
bers present:
Mrs. F'. W. Atwood,
Mrs. W ■ J. Ro®s, Mrs. John, Shepard,
Mrs. George Gates, Mrs, E, S. Bubier, Mrs. Cora Stincbfield, Mrs. Fred
McLaughlin,- Mrs. Ira Davenport, Mrs.
Sarah Graffam,
Homemade candies
were served.
Auburn friends have received word
of the birth of a son to the wife of
Raymond S. Oakes of Portland, for
merly of Auburn.

$1.00
.05

R etail p rice
Cash d iscou n t

P H IL L IP S ,

$ .95
W h a t you p a y
T A K E Y O U R D IS C O U N T
at

T O O T H A K E R ’S C A S H S T O R E
It is w orth savin g .

Articles Like
Mean the Most For Ymr Money

Standard

MILE

SQUARE

’ Jan. 24. .
Arddne Kinney is working at Mrs.
George Hewey’s in Phillips, making
shovel handies,
Gertrude Dunham was the week-end
guest of her cousin, Arlene Dunham,
in Madrid.
L. B. Kinney is. working in the
woods- at MagaJfloway.
Rev. John Dumstan held a meeting
at Mile Square sohoolhoaise, Satur
day evening.

’ NEW IDEA

10
Cents

8138— Ladies’ and Misses’
Short Capes or Cape
Collars
Ladies and M isses

3137—Ladies’ Dress
Sizes 34, 36. 38, 40. 42. 44
inches bust measure.

8165— Ladies* Dress
Sizes 34. 36, 38. 40, 42. 44
inches bust measure

Percales,

121-2c

Bates Ginghams,

12 l-2c

N O T E — It is too early in the season to expect to sell percales
and gingham s, but we have in stock some new patterns to show
when you are ready to buy.

WINSHIP DISTRICT
Jam. 26.
School in this district closed Fri
day, Janomry 14, after a most success
ful term of 10 weeks, taught by Mis®
Mild,red Kem.pton.
Evalyn Parker
was the cnly scholar who did not
miss, a day.
Lawrence Perry was
absent one day, owing to the death
of his father.
Florence Heath and
Lucille Noyes; were absent two day®.
We consider this a very good record
as some of the scholars live three
miles from the school' and as the roa
drifts badly from the school!1ouse to
Walter Heath’s it is hard getting
through in a bad storm.
John L. Matthews went to Auburn
Saturday to visit his son,, Elbert L.
B u tte r ic K P a tte r n s in S to c K
Matthews and family.
From there
he will go to Lincoln, to visit hi®
brother. A. L. Matthews and will at
tend the Gtrafid Lodge, A. O. TJ. W.,
which, meets at Augusta, February 16.
No. 2 Real Rlock, Phillips, Maine
Farmers’
Walter Heath, met with a very ser-’
b us accident Monday, as he was in
the woods near his home, cutting and in bringing it to the ground, the
birch, a tree lodged in another one branches caught Mr. Heath across
the back, farcing him to the ground
J A N U A R Y 'S “ S L O W IN G U P "
and crushing his knee into a small
Winter indoor life, heavy food and spruce tree.
The kneecap was dis Mustard Pickles,
irregular exercise cause a dull, tired located and the liglmentS' torn away
Beet Pickles,
j feeling.
Foley Cathartic
Tablets from one side of the leg.
Sweet Pickles,
He was
tone up the stomach and bowels, liv taken to the house' and Dr. E. B.
Rhubarb,
en up the liver, cleanse the system Currier was called. The1 doctor was | Beans,
and give tlie light, free feeling
of obliged to put the leg in splints and j Syrup,
proper digestion and good health. Do ■:t will be some time before’ Mr. Heat'i' Blueberries,
not gripe or nauseate.
Floyd E. will be able to use hdis limb.
Blackberries,
Parker.
Gooseberries,
Mrs. Walter Heath has been at
Pears,
the village caring for her mother, j
Fiddle Head Greens,
Mrs.
Charles Fairbanks, who has Beet Greens,
been very ill.

NEW

O M E trade marks are lik e hall marks. If y o u ’ re
b u y in g shoes, it pays to get R E G A L S .
For
articles w ith a c ou n try w id e d e m a n d and a w o rld 
w id e fa m e are built u p o n th e fo u n d a tio n o f
Quality in the m a k in g , Responsibility o n th e part
o f m akers and Satisfaction to the w earers.

S

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
))

“ The Greatest Value for the Money
A larger assortment, and better
than ever before.
JUST IN.

T H E T -O -M B lu c h e r
B o o t is a triu m p h o f
R e g a l m a n u factu rin g
e ffic ie n c y , c o lle c t iv e
pu rch asin g p o w er and
national distribution.

1

C. M. HOYT,

T-O -M

—

$4.50

Black Calf Blucher; Medium
T o e; Wide Outside “ Swing” ;
Latest Blucher Pattern
E xclu sive Agency

For

REGAL SHOES

A t T lie C lo th in g ' 5 t o r e

...........

|PhiIlips National Bank;

D. F. H O Y T ,
P h illip s, M a in e

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry.

during alterations and ad
ditions to their present
building will be located in
Beal Block in the rooms
over the stores of C. F.
Chandler & Son and Cony
M. Hoyt.

— ..............-

I

PHILLIPS,v. -

MAINE

25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
35c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c

I

BEANLS

For the severe racking cough, that I
comes witth lagrippe, Foley’s Hon
ey and Tar Compound is wonderfully
healing and soothing. R. G. Collins,
ex-postmaster, Barnegat, N. J., says:
“ Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound! PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
scon stopped the severe
lagrippe
POPLAR
cough that completely exhausted me. j
Ir can’t be beat.’ ’ Floyd E. Parker.
P u lp w o o d delivered at

W anted

J

Phillips National Bank; BARBERING AND POOL

wmammam

Tel.

i

GET
R ID OF A
R A C K IN G L A -|
G R IP P E C O U G H — IT W E A K 
ENS.

I have bought the

Open Saturday Evenings.

I

HOME CANNED

The

N o . 5 B e a l B lo c k ,

The Sedgeley Store

a n y p o in t on line o f
R iv e r and R a n g eley

business of Samuel Desposito on Depot |
street, and shall keep a line of cigars, R a ilroa d .
cigarettes, tobacco and soft drinks.
Open until 11 P. M.
HALEY

JAM ES B. ROSS

iPhillips,

Sandy
Lakes

& FIELD

Maine

